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State Gasoline Tax
To Drop In October

BALLET COMPANY TO PERFORM — The Murray Civic Music Association will open its 1981-82
season
at 2 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 27, with a performance by the Louisville Ballet Company. The ballet
will be performed in Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray State University.

Louisville Ballet To Open
Music Association Season
Kentucky's only professional
ballet company, the Louisville
Ballet, will be presented by the
Murray Civic Music Association
at 2 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 27, in
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
The performance will be given
under the direction of artistic
director Alun Jones.
The Louisville Ballet has gained
a wide reputation for artistic
excellence since Jones became
artistic director. While he does not
always travel with the company,
he is expected to be in Murray for
the performance.
Jones is a dancer, teacher and
choreographer who received his
formal ballet training at the
Rambert School of ballet in
London, England. He later was a
member of the London Festival
Ballet, the Zurich Opera House
and the Summer Festival Ballet of
Portugal. Jones first toured the
United States as Margot
Fonteyn's technical director.
Joining the Louisville Ballet in
1974, as director of the Academy
of the Louisville Ballet, Jones
became artistic director in 1978.
He has choreographed several
ballets for the company, including
the full-length "Nutcracker" and
"Cinderella"; as well as
"Nocturnes","Moon Games" and

"3 Pieces in the Shape of a Pear",
which are listed on the National
Choreography Plan.
Jones performed the role of
Hilarian in "Giselle" with Valery
and Galina Panov in Bloomington,
Ind., and the role of "the
Charlatan" in 'Petrouchka," with
Mikhail Baryshnikov in the title
role in the Louisville Ballet's
production.
Involved with ballet on a
national scale, Jones is on the
executive committee of the
Southeast Regional Ballet
Association and serves as
chairman of the National
Association for Regional Ballet's
Professional Wing.
America's fastest-growing
dance company, the Louisville
Ballet, is in its 30th season. The
ballet is one of seven companies
awarded major company status
by the National Association for
Regional Ballet and a founding
member of the association's
Professional Wing.
The 14 dancers that will be
appearing with the Louisville
Ballet have come to the company
from places as far as Seattle,
Tampa and Stuttgart,Germany.
New to the company is Dale
Brannon, who is returning to the
United States after several

seasons with the Stuttgart Ballet.
Other new dancers include Cher
Carnell and William Spencer from
Columbus, Ohio, and Christine
and Frank Hay from Tampa.
Sherry Gilpin, a native
Louisvilliaa,-...returns to the
Louisville Ballet for her third
season. Gilpin has been awarded
the Monticello Fellowship Award
for the second season in a row for
her choreography.
Ballet Master, Vincent Falardo,
is entering his 13th season with the
Louisville Ballet. In January 1979,
he choreographed Schumann
Quartet, which was chosen for the
National Choreography Plan.
Martha Connerton performed
with the Pacific Northwest Dance
Ballet in Seattle before coming to
the Louisville Ballet. Martha will
choreograph a major work for the
company's opening production in
Louisville this season.
Other Louisville Ballet
members bring varied
backgrounds from such
companies as Ballet West and
Indianapolis Ballet Theatre to join
forces with dancers trained in
Louisville.
For additional information
concerning the performance by
the Louisville Ballet, call (502)
753-1285 or (502) 762-4516.

Reagan To Review Recommendation

WASHINGTON (AP) — Eight
months after America's hostages
were freed from Iran, a
presidential commission is
deciding whether the United
States should pay them for their
ordeal.
The panel heard advice ranging
from payments of $1,000 a day for
each hostage to no money at all.
Its recommendation, due today,
will be reviewed by President
Reagan.
Considering execution threats,
torture and other mistreatment of
the hostages, "you would be well
on the conservative side if you
were to decide that a court would
be likely to pay a minimum of
$1,000 a day of captivity for each
hostage," said Bruce Claggett,the
attorney for the hostages and their
families.
His proposal would cost the U.S.
government $23 million in
compensation for the 52
Americans who were released last
January after 444 days' captivity.
That figure would be somewhat
higher when compensation is
added for hostages released
before January. Claggett
recommended that any money be
divided equally between each
hostage and the next-of-kin.
However, a representative of
Vietnam veterans told the
commission that any
compensation would be a
"deliberate slap in the face" to the

Americans who fought in that war
only to be scorned by their
government and countrymen on
their return.
The commission is composed of
nine members, including former
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
and former Health and Human
Services Secretary Patricia R.
Harris.
Four of the members were
appointed by former President
Carter the day before he left office
and the hostages were released.
The other five were named by
Reagan last spring.
The panel's decision was
complicated by the lack of a
comparable precedent to what
happened to the Americans in
Iran.
But Claggett, in testimony
before the commission, said there
is a strong moral and legal basis
for his contention that the U.S.
government is liable for
compensatory damages.
He noted that under the
agreement which brought the
hostages home, the Carter
administration precluded them
from suing the Iranian
government for damages and, in
effect, "wiped out all hostage
claims against Iran."
"A claim is a property right,"
Claggett said, "just as the owner
of a debt has a property right. If
the government takes my claim, it
has taken my property."
He also noted that the Fifth

Amendment requires the
government to pay compensation
when it takes private property for
public use.
But Paul Konka,a Vietnam War
veteran, issued a strong and
emotional appeal to the
commission to deny
compensation.
"Compensation for these or any
ex-hostages would be a deliberate
slap in the face of the thousands of
Vietnam veterans who came
home to not bands, parades, free
airplane tickets and a White
House reception, but ... instead to
scorn, derision or simply
complete inattention by the
citizens they served," Konica said.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Remember all the furor that
developed in 1980 when Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. sui&essfully pushed
for a change in Ofe state gasoline
tax?
Instead of a flat 9 cents on the
gallon, the levy was raised to 9
percent of the wholesale price per
gallon.
The governor claimed then, and
still does, that the measure was
not a tax increase because if the
price of gas dropped, so would the
tax.
Legislative opponents
contended that the impact on
taxpayers would be felt within a
year, at a time when there seemed
no end to the rounds of gas-price
increases.
Yet, the latest news is that the
gasoline tax in Kentucky will drop
by three-tenths of a cent per
gallon, beginning Oct. 1.
That's because the unexpected
happened — the OPEC
stranglehold has eased and at the
moment there is a glut of gasoline.
That can change at any time, of
course.
However, a long-range view of
the situation indicates that the
change to the percentage tax
won't yield as much revenue as

the state had hoped.
A report from the Legislative
Research Commission predicts
that the state actually will be
losing money — when couched in
terms of what that money can buy
in future years.
Gilmore Dutton, staff
administrator for the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee,said:
"The new gasoline price
estimates, combined with
consumption rates which have
remained the same, now lead to
the conclusion that variable tax
rate states will experience a
decline in real gasoline tax
revenues."
He &lig" the current estimated
loss in buying power is 3.5 percent
a year.
The solution, Dutton indicated,
lies either in going, back to a flat
rate and changing it according to
price trends, or keying the
gasoline tax to some other factor.
Rep. Buddy Adams, D-Bowling
Green, a member of the
appropriations committee,
insisted that the potential for
bolstering the road fund still
exists — that the state is in a slack
period at the moment.
But Sen. James Bunning, R-

Fort Thomas,said there's got to
be another method" than a
percentage of the wholesale
gasoline price, and that the state
Department of Transportation
"had better come up with new
ideas" to stabilize the road fund,
which has been ailing for years.
According to projected figures,
the average wholesale gas price in
Kentucky will rise 7.5 percent
yearly, reachthg $1.47 by 1986.
Based on the 9 percent rate,
state motorists who now pay 10
cents a gallon will be paying little
more than 13 percent at that time.
However, gasoline sales in
Kentucky are expected to be 8
percent or more under the current
level.
The upshot is that while this
fiscal year the road fund is
expected to gain $174 million from
the tax, in 1986 it will be receiving
about $18 million more annually.
But that $18 million additional
translates into an actual loss,
according to the projections,
because of inflation.
Thus, road fund revenue is
forecast at $192,5 million in fiscal
1986, which when adjusted for
inflation comes out to only $132
million in 1981 dollars.

Several special activities have
been planned for the return
Saturday of Racer football to
Murray State University's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
With three road games already
behind them, Coach Frank
Beamer and his Racers will be
meeting Tennessee Tech's Golden
Eagles in their first home game of
the 1981 season. Kickoff time is
7:30 p.m.
Each of the first 3,500 fans
through the stadium's turnstiles
will receive a free full-color poster
featuring several of the Racer
standouts and provided by WPSD,
Channel 6, television of Paducah.
Frank Morock, sports director
of the station and host of the
weekly Sunday evening "Frank
Beamer Show," will be seen in a
new and entirely different role —
that of a cheerleader — during the
game.
Also on hand for the home
opener will be the D-94 Chicken of
Mayfield. Patterned after the
famous San Diego Chicken, the D94 Chicken is rapidly becoming
one of the most colorful and
entertaining attractions in the
area.
Representing WXID Radio,
Mayfield, the Chicken, who
appeared in last year's Murray
State Homecoming Parade, will
be riding about the stadium in a
golf cart and throwing candy and
wooden nickles to the younger
fans.
Jimmy Wilder, the university's
athletics promotion director, also
said a fireworks display for
immediately following the game
has been approved by Pier I
Imports and the Holiday Inn.
Plenty of reserved seas4ill are
available for the game,Nrilder

said, adding that season ticket
orders still are being accepted.
All seats in the stadium are
reserved with prices for adults at
$6 and $5. Tickets for children,

grades one through 12, Wilder
said, are $5 and $4 each. Both
season and game tickets may be
purchased at the athletic ticket
office, Room 211, in the stadium.

Mostly sunny, brisk winds
and warmer today with
highs in the lower 54.
Mostly clear and mild
tonight with lows in the mid
to upper 50s. Mostly sunny
and mild on Tuesday with
highs in the ppper 70s.
Wednesaay through
Friday: A chance of showers
Wednesday and Thursday,
gradual clearing from the
west Friday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sandra warmly praised Reagan for
Day O'Connor awaited easy con- choosing such a highly qualified
firmation by the Senate today as woman.
the first woman on the Supreme
In the midst of a growing
Court. The chairman of the
number of controversies swirling
Judiciary Committee predicted
around Reagan on Capitol Hill, his
the vote would be unanimous.
choice of Mrs. O'Connor proved a
As the Senate opened debate on
political masterstroke.
President Reagan's first high
She successfully turned aside
court nomination, there was
most of the hostile questioning
praise for Mrs. O'Connor from
about her views during
both liberals and conservatives.
confirmation.hearings before the
And the Judiciary Committee
Senate Judiciary Committee
chairman, Sen. Strom Thurmond, earlier this month.
R-S.C., said that despite some
While expressing personal
lingering opposition over her
opposition
to abortion, Mrs.
views on abortion, he expected not
a single negative vote would be O'Connor declined to say how she
would rule on that and other
cast.
Her confirmation was expected touchy issues likely to come
to give Reagan a victorious start before her as an associate justice.
But she did indicate strong
to a week that also holds the proconservative
beliefs in the
mise of a new budget battle on
strengths of state legislapwes and
Capitol Hill.
There was no declared opposi- courts, as well as opposition to
tion to Mrs. O'Connor, and a court-ordered busing to achieve
swearing-in ceremony for the 51- desegregation and support for
year-old Arizona appeals court capital punishment.
The result was a 17-0 Judiciary
judge already has been set for
confirmation vote and support
Friday.
Today's vote marked the end of from liberal Democrats who
a Senate "advise and consent" oppose almost everything else
process in which some senators Reagan has proposed, from
strongly disagreed with Mrs. AWACS radar planes for Saudia
O'Connor's judicial philosophy but Arabia to Social Security
said they would support her reductions.
anyway.
Only Sen. Jeremiah Denton, RLiberal Sen. Howard Ala., who focused almost
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, for exclusively on Mrs. O'Connor's
example, said he was troubled by views on abortion during the
M. O'Connor's conservative hearing, declined to vote for her in
views on whether poor defendants committee.'Saying it was the most
in criminal cases should be difficult decision of his life,
Denton abstained.
guaranteed a lawyer.
Nonetheless, Metzenbaum said
Aides to the conservative
a nominee never Should be former Vietnam prisoner of war
rejected because of personal said he had not decided how to
views on specific issues and he vote on the Senate floor.
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Senior Adults
Will Meet

Community Chorus
Pl
ans For Season

Members of the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Chorus met
recently to make plans
for their '81-12 season
and to discuss future
plans concerning funding
and other organizational
matters.
A report from the
Steering Committee who
has met throughout the
summer months, was
heard and a proposed
constitution and by-laws
was presented to the
membership. Funding for
music, printing, etc., was
reported obtained from
civic organizations, the
Murray Tourism
Commission, and
personal donations. The
meeting place for
rehearsals has been
changed to the music
room of the First

Methodist Church for
each Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Irma H. Collins,
conductor, presented a
reconunended schedule
of performances.
The group announced
that they would sponsor
an Octoberfest which will
include a community
sing, folk dancing, food
relating to the fall season,
and special music groups
and bands on Oct. is.
"Amahl and the Night
Visitors," a musical
drama written by Jian
Carlo Menotti will be
performed in early
December.
InApriLthechoruswW
present an Easter
CelebrIation of sacred
music.
In May they will
feature a spring concert
in the City-County Park
to herald the opening of
the park's spring and
summer season.
All performances are
open to the public and
membership in the
organization is for any
adult who want to sing for
enjoyment, Dr. Collins
said.

Donny Miller
Promoted

inflation Fighter
Movie Special
All Seats $1.50

Hospital Report
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Full Steam Ahead
For Railroad Widows

*******************************
TRADEMARK
VACATIONS
UOZARK

Births
DENNISON GIRL

"AGA&

•

FROM ST. LOUIS

Weekly Special
4 Night
Nov. 22-26
S269.95

3 Night
4 Night
Departures
Departures I
Thurs. to Sun. Sun. to Thurs.
$279.95
$289.95

Mini-Price Inn
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. •
(Garden Rooms)
Dennison, Jr., of 1802 •
Gatesborough Circle are
Imperial
the parents of a baby girl,
•
Palace
$30995
$319.95
S339.95
Elizabeth Lane, born on
Flamingo
Thursday, Aug. 27, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Gorden (Garden Rooms)
$30995
S339.95
$319.95
Hospital. They have one
Air and Land Includes:
*
son Bryan.
1, Round Trip air transportation on OZARK AIR LINES
Grandparents are Mr. * 2. Three (3) or four (4) nights hotel accommodations.
and Mrs. E. W. Dennison, * (based on
double occupancy)
Sr., of Jackson, Tenn.,
Vegas
3.
Discount
Loupons
I
and Mr.and Mrs. Clifford
DEAR DR. J.: Thanks for needling me. I get the Eisider of Boonville, Ind. * 4. Round trip transfers between the Las Vegas airport and your hotel.
picture.
Great grandparents are *
i 5. Baggage handling at the Los Vegas airport and your hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Meyer and Mrs. Clifford
DEAR ABBY Last week we celebrated our golden Eissler, Sr., Boonville,
1 27 South Siveati Street
wedding anniversary Our children had a beautiful surprise Ind. A great great
711 tialStreit
Negray
, kosiecky42171*
* Mayfield, kentecky 42066 Ns F.. For °et
party for us and they invited many, many friends. "No grandmother is Mrs. T.
'Sen"
gifts" was printed on the invitations, but many people T. Fisher of Boonville,
* Phone (502) 247-8747
hoes(502)7S3-4a
brought gifts anyway Some of the relatives gave us money. Ind.
iniolc******************************
Abby, we are well-off financially and there is

Coupon Sale

I

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

9

Skirts or for
Sport Coots

G. CORN,JR.

De

i.e

Pants.

THE ACES®IRA

9-10-81
Murray, Andrea Renee
Newborn Admons
The Senior Adults of the First Baptist Church will
Butler, Rt. 2, Murray,
Fulks, Baby Girl Mrs. Barbara J. Culver, "When I feel like finding
NO1113 dl
meet Tuesday, Sept. n, at 12 noon at the Fellowship
•7 4 3
(Lisa), Rt. 8 Bx. 572, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.
fault, I always begin with
Hall of the church.
V K J 109
Dan and Mary Shipley will present the program Benton.
Karl W. Flood, Rt. 8, myself and then I never get
•A 74
David
—
further."
any
Dismissals
concerning their recent trip to Northern Brazil with
•
892
Murray, Hayden Scott
Corrie Anna Pyle, Bx. Pendleton, Rt. 1, Grayson.
the First Baptist Church Mission Team.
EAST
WEST
•44.111
•9
A covered dish luncheon will be served. Plans for the 21, Arlington, L. V. Hopkinsville, Leroy
'Us
•6 5 4 2
coming year will be made, according to a group Blanton, 506 N. 1st, Cunningham, 1702 W.
110 1062
*K983
Murray, Ronnie L. Pace, Main, Murray, Teana R.
spokesman who urges all interested persons to attend
•Q .1 103
•A 96
fates
the
blamed
Declarer
1306 Story, Murray, Mrs. Wood, Bx,82, Hazel, Mrs.
SOUTH
and his destiny after he
Laurie A. Mott, 408 S. Clarice J. Salmon, Hazel, tossed
SAL 111 5 3
away today's cold
•A Q7
12th, Murray, Mrs. Mrs. Lella M. Lawrence, game. Had be begun with
•5
Shannon L. Elkins and 402 S. 4th, Murray.
his own faults, be would
•K 7 4
Baby Girl, ,Box 13,
Mrs. Mettle L. Riley, never have gotten any
Hardin,
417 W. 12th,Benton, Mrs. further.
Vulnerable Both Dealer
Mrs. Cathy
Grace A. Hopkins, Rt. 1 Dummy's diamond ace South The bidding
and Baby
Si. 758, Hardin, Richard won the first trick and Seeds West North East
Benton, Mrs. Berl-en A. Lovins, Rt. 7 Bx. 568, declarer counted at least 10 1*
Pam
1 NT
Past
Pass
4.
All
Lovett and by Girl, Rt. Murray, Sam C. sure tricks even if there 34
trump loser. An
pan
4, Benton, Mrs. Cyndi B. Norwood, 112 Norwood were a assessment
far
as
accurate
Clark and Baby Girl, 17 Dr., Camden,Tenn., Mrs. as it went, but it didn't go
Diamond
Opening lead
By Abigail Van Buren
Shady Oaks, Murray, Z. Christine Beaver, 503 far enough.
queen
Tina Joy Todd, Rt. 6, Broad,Murray.
Declarer ruffed a diamond and then cashed the loss and now declarer
two top trumps. West's dis- enjoys an overtrick instead
card revealed the trump of down one.
loser, but declarer had other
Bid with Can
chances. He played the ace,
queen and another heart and
DEAR ABBY: Effective Oct. 1, 1981, remarried widows
now his chances were gone. South holds: 9-21-B
and divorced wives, mothers and widows of railroad
East ruffed in with his high
workers will become eligible for railroad annuities in the
4742
trump to kill the dummy
same doklar amount and under the same rules as Social
K J 109
and declarer lost three clubs
Security, and I can't think of a better way of reaching the
•A 7 4
approximately 74,000 eligible women than through your
and a trump.
+632
column!
Declarer was on the right
Social Security annuities continue to widows who retrack when he counted 10
marry after age 60. and can be reinstated for widows who
tricks in spite of a possible North Sauk
remarry before that age but whose second marriages end.
trump loser. But he should 1*
Social Security benefits are also payable to women divorced
have made sure that he lost
after at least 10 years of marriage if their former spouses are
his trump trick to the safe
retired or deceased. Prior to the new Railroad Retirement
hand. At trick two, he should ANSWER: Two spades. With
Act amendments, railroad workers' widows who remarried
a trump and when East only one bid to make, raise
lead
permanently forfeited annuity rights. Women divorced from
low, declarer should the known five card suit
plays
railroad workers, regardless of the length ormarriage, lost
10. This rnght lose (four card major bidders
insert
his
all benefits. Many women also lost Medicare since it is HUMANE SOCIETY —
"Smokey," the family pet of a trick unncessari but it may be better placed to bid
contingent on benefit entitlement.
Women who will be affected should immediately contact Dr. and Mrs. Dave Barrett of Murray,gives support to cannot lose the me since one no trump).
g remains
the Railroad Retirement Board at 844 Rush Street,Chicago, Humane Society volunteers as they assemble the declarer's clu
Send bridge questions to The Aola.
III. 60611. The railroad worker's full name and Social Humane Society's September newsletter which safe from attack.
P0 Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 76215,
Security or Railroad Retirement Account Number should be reaches approximately 2,000 homes. Pictured, left to In the actual layout, with self-a6dressed, stamped envelope
included.
right, are Kathy Cohen, Kay Poplin, and Jean declarer's trump 10 wins, for reply
trumps are drawn without
REP. JAMES L OBERSTAR, Blankenship.
8TH DISTRICT, MINNESOTA

ARMY AND AIR
FORCE HOMETOWN
NEWS — Danny K.
Miller, son of Charles E.
Miller of Route 1, Dexter,
and Rita M. Miller of 204 DEAR CONGRESSMAN OBERSTAR: Thank you
N. 12th St., Murray, has for this wonderful news! I'm glad to know that the
been promoted in the US. rules have been changed. and I'm. sure the 74,0(X)
Army to the rank of women who are now eligible to collect benefits will
be jubilant.
specialist four.
Miller is a cannoneer at
Fort Knox, Ky., with the
3rd Battalion, 194th DEAR ABBY: "The Tattooed Man" asked whether the
removing of a tattoo would leave scars, and you said: "It
Armored Brigade.
He is a 1977 graduate of depends on the skill of the doctor who removes it." Not so!
Removal of tattoos always leaves scars. How noticeabk
Calloway County High these
scars are depends not only on the doctor's skill, but
Murray.
School,
also:
- -1) Location of the tattoos,
2) Area the tattoos cover,
3) Depth of
Construction on the Abby, two oftattoos.
the myths of plastic surgery are that plastic
Brooklyn Bridge, to link surgeons do not leave scars and that they remove scars. I
Manhattan and Brooklyn am sorry to see your column perpetuate such mythm-All-we.
in New York City, began can do is to try to make the surgical scars as inconspicuous
as possible.
in 1870.
J.T.J., M.D..
LETI"EFtMAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER

The altvevabana eadherra —
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nothing we
need or want. The ones who gave us money need it more
than we. I don't want to insult them, but I would like to
return the money
Is there some way to do it without hurting people? I
thought I knew all the rules, but apparently not this one.
Please help
D. IN LONG ISLAND

ncen,
COu006,
6•16.“0
,

CO6600 Wed SM. 21 312

FREE!
Rzoncoat Watwogoo/ed FREE.
When cheaned at
'egular 0°C•
,
,,
11.
10., 90
Co.,or Tv*, 11.0
C010P,

one HOUR

Blanket

DRY

cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Open 7:00 a.m.
to 6:00 pm.

Shirts

• ••

1.8..1 2

111

EACH
179
1

C.c.,•••.•a. accoonr, 9.”^•"15 .
Comm. wed lbw 21 JO

5 199
for

Launclered
12•••• a.,sea. Share
fokbel of ag• wrpory

DEAR D.: There is no way to return a gift without
offending the giver. On the next gift-giving occasion
(their anniversary or Christmas), give them an
exceptionally nice gift.

good S.. 21 70

5

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,

congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (35
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

J

Carmen ohm
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Framers Gallery, Inc.
Grand Opening "Art-O-Rama"
In Murray, West Kentucky's
Cultural Art Center
Monday September 21 thru Friday 25th
Doily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Noted & Award Winning Artists Appearing Daily
Nwmar*245

Kam* 71st
JIMA VINITERS
NAM CARTWINGIII
TassIa. 27.d
C GOONNAN
RAINY DOWDY
FIANCES WILLS 11111l11

DONNA MCNIROWN
MN OM
VIRGINIA COINANNEA
Ma ANNEWNW

11•49•4444/, 734
CRAWS PATTERSON
1011DALI Gaffs
SCOTT SNIPS

PA* 2SIN

nit PANNE,
1.1. WINTON

Grand Opening Specials
10°. Off All
Works of Art

10'„ Off All
Framing Orders
(Purchased Here or Brought In)

Register For Originals AM Collector Prints
To Be Given Away By Each Participating Artist
Winners Will Be Announced Sot. Oct. 3, 1981
In the Murray ledger & Times.
Everyone Who Registers Will Receive o
free aeries Patterson Print
"The Village"
641 N Murray

753-0074

."..5•••••••••••••••••• *'

Lakeland Trip
Scheduled
For Seniors
A trip to the Lakeland
Wesley Village at
Jonathan Creek has been
planned for Oct. 12 for the
Senior Citizens.
Lakeland Wesley
Village is a completely
planned self-contained
Christian Community to
comprise housing,
services such as laundry,
general store, beauty
shop, dining, etc; and
nursing care for the
elderly.
LWV is owned,
operated and managed
by a non-profit agency of
the United Methodist
Church, Paducah
District, Memphis
Conference. Lakeland is
the largest passive solar
apartment buildings in
the United States, a
spokesman said.
The group will meet at
Fourth and Walnut
Streets, Murray, at 10:30
a.m. and return at 3 p.m.
on Monday, Oct. 12. The
cost will be $10 which
includes a picnic lunch.
For reservations call
Toopie Thomas, 753-8274
or write Route 1, Alin°,
Ky. 42020.

bla Wien sl bray
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Rondo has resigned herself to being overweight. "It was no
use to lose weight," she said. "I decided I would have to Jew
to live with the fact that I would always be overweight."
Then I saw a firend looking slim and vibrant After talking to
her I found out she hod been to DM GM I called form appoint• arid storied the same day. In 14 weeks I lost SO pounds
from the Very beginning I loved the concept of everyday weighins and personal counseling. I needed that constant encouragemeet. I hod tried so many other diets with little success. Now
I'm happier and healthier, and I've learned to stay that way.
Ronde began to diet in June-when she returned to school the
students and fellow teachers couldn't believe how sins she looked Rondo heed one of her students remark "Is that Ms Cumengrain' She must have lost 1.000 lbs. this summer. Ronda
loomed also how to eat properly and will never be overweight

"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

Our New Location
"The Village
•641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.

tube Cassily limy
WI U 1k 1311.13
Jockie was to emborrosed to shop. "I didn't want to buy
anything new, but I hod to get a dress for a speciol occasion and
I nearly died when I hod to buy a larger size. I completed the
Diet Center Progrons in 20 weeks and lost 60 pounds. I don't
have to tell mother dieter how pleased I was to have lost all
this weight so quickly
Diet Center has turned my world and the world of my family
into o world of sunshine. The counselors are fantastic! I was
never hungy. The diet is totally sound nutritionally.
Jackie began to diet in April right before school was finished
She lost 60 pounds during the summit and went bock to school
in August bilking totally different.
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Community Events Are Listed

Monday,Sept.21
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.

gave a report on the - Lanette Thurman, from
national FHA meeting the center for leadership
held in July in San studies at Murray State,
Francisco, which they was the keynote speaker.
both attended.
Her subject was "A
Recovery, Inc., will
The meeting also Successful You." She meet at 7:30
p.m. at the
included officer training stated each person needs Health Center,
sessions for each office. to set personal goals in Seventh and North
'Olive
These sessions were led order to succed in Streets.
by the regional officer something they would
which held the various Like to succeed at.
Humane Society will
office.
Musical entertainment have a potluck supper at
The afternoon session was provided by the the home
of Jean
began with a luncheon in Lowes County Chapter Blankenship,
Sherwood
the new ballroom of the and the meeting was Forest,
at 6:30 p.m. All
student center. Dr. adjourned with the interested
persons are
repeating of the creed.
invited and for
About 300 members information call 753-4395.
were in attendance of the
meeting.
Murray High Athletic
NATIONAL! The regional officers Boosters will have a
for the 1981-82 school year general membership
.
r.
r 1981
as follows: president, meeting at 7 p.m. at the
isiso
br.ik are
Malena Jackson, Wingo Murray High school
High School; first vice cafeteria. All interested
president, Regina persons are urged to
gligi lob
Walker, Calloway County attend. A review of all
014
High; second vice sports at the schools will
president, Sandra be given by the coaches.
Thompson, Fancy Farm
High; secretary,
Murray Chapter of ProDeborah Ham, Symsonia
High; treasurer, Trisha fessioanal Secretaries
Clark, Calloway County will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
High; historian, Meg the Community room of
Hurt, Fulton High; the North Branc of the
parliamentarian, Laura Peoples Bank.
Grief, Heath High;
Reservations for ladies
reporter, Carol Beaman,
day
luncheon on WednesMurray High; recreation
REGION I MEETING — Future Homema ers of American from region I
leader, Tonya Feezor, day at the Murray Counrticipants in the program were
recently met at Murray State Universit
Reidland High; advisor, try Club should be made
Lisa Hunter (left), state second vice president, Farmington; and Lynn
Mrs.Edna Earle Skinner, by today with Urbena
Koenen, luncheon chairLoberger, state historian, Murray. Both girls attended the national FHA
Wingo High.
man.
meeting in Julyin San Francisco.
from the state level of
FHA from Lisa Hunter,
state second vice
- president, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Hunter, from
Farmington High School,
and Lynne Loberger,
state historian, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Gordon
Loberger, from Murray
High School. Both of
these girls are from
region 1.
Lisa and Lynne also

7,1% l•Al
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p e are
different.
Ufe Insurance
programs are
different.

ASK ME

Life insurance needs
depend on age, family
size, income and
financial goals That s
why your He insurance
program should be
tailored to your needs
Let me help you select
life insurance for
your way of hying

Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Unit 827,
Woodmen of the World,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Nancy Todd with
Judy McCarty as
cohostess.
Senior Adults- of First
Baptist Church will have
a covered dish luncheon
In the Fellowship Hall of
the church with a program on the Brazilian
trip to be given by Dan
and Mary Shipley.

Chamber Music Recital
will be presented at 8
p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray
University.

state

Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6917.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at p.m. at the
west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 1 0 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.
Men's Prayer
Breakfast of First United
Methodist Church will be
at 7 a.m.

DOLL iP th — The Jackson Purchase Doll Club recently hosted an area doll
club meeting at Kenlake Resort Hotel. Guests were from the Pennyrile Club in
Hopkinsville and the Queen City Doll Club in Clarksville,Tenn.
Left to right, top photo, are Marguretta Pryor, Queen City, president; Frazia
McDonald, Pennyrille, president; Inez Gwin, UFDC Region 8 director; Gracie
Erwin, Jackson Purchase, presidenty. Members of the Jackson Purchase Doll
Club below are, left to right, front row, Francis Potts, Annabele Earp, Loraine
Babb, Gracie Erwin, back row, Eva Dowdy, Mildred Heileman, Jan Ross,
Pauline Matchet, Jane Potts, Grace James, Jume Majors, Lola Sisson, and
Norma

Unit 17 of Licensed
Practical Nurses will
continue with its Drug
and Alcohol Workshop at
7 p.m. on the third floor,
education unit, MurrayCalloway db-uney
Hospital.

753-9627

about Ufe
Insurance
for your way
of living

.s
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Regional FHA Meets At Murray
Murray State
University's University
Center was the site of the
fall region 1 meeting of
the Future Homemakers
of America held Tuesday
September 15.
Dr. Alice Koenecke,
head of the home
economics department,
welcomed members and
guest on behalf of Murray
State.
Included in the
program were greetings

•

Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a covered dish
supper at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house.

Jane Rogers
201 S. 6t1, St.
Murray, Ky.

L

Blue Grass State C. B.
Club is scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.

State Farm Lite
Insurance Company
Homo Office:
Bloomington, Illinois

SPEAKER — Dr. Lannette Thigpen,from the
leadership studies center at, Murray State
University, was the featured speaker at the
Future Homemakers of American region I
meeting.Thurman discussed a "A Successful
you.,,

•

•good neighbor, Shag Farm is then

LA*

Sale For Baby

Tuesday,Sept.22

Bazaar workshop -of
First United Methodist
Church Women will be
held at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.

Ladies' Events
Are Wednesday
Ladies day activities
will be Wednesday, Sept.
23, at the Murray Country
Club with golf, tennis and
bridge at 9:30 a.m., and a
luncheon at noon.
Urbena Koenen is the
chairman of the
committee for the
luncheon with
reservations to be made
by today.

GRAND OPENING
of Murray's new

HEAD QUARTERS
Celebration from Sept 15 thrii Sept. 29
Wail Quarter. ILI..
to 71:i wool+
''itreet. the 11c. Ilead Quarter-. h.
much roomier with a larger -tall hi wine
our entire lanoil si• hair•eare need.. ei,en
the heal,of the hollow.
4:114. not 044 bigger. we're loiter. It
iniptooiilile that our atnoophere

attil -er•ice note Irl Ire. Inviter. lout if.
lirraloo• we II has4
art'
lating.
pro14,44ional 44ei
tit
‘-rour hair in
-.haps. with portife4444ional prodlurti.
La gar. kW,
. and ihirenark. 1.4.1
our
-tall lie ,,or head'
eon.
44ultant,
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Repair*

Isom) Houcbia

Ilubbir Sloan*,

I.

l'ai

Mob'
,loaner Ow ncr

Conic in and meet our talented staff.
Register in the big drawing for cash and priies.
eiri.lcr during mir celebralion and

SUM FIRST PRIZE S50 SECOND PRIZE
S2.5 THIRD PRIZE
CURIA NC IRONS

su ets:”

IOC

tiny pith,- lug us

usf:

ST'
DR1 FRS
ST1 LING BRUSHES
SHAN!POO.Cl TS.STYLE
111".1.1110,1 will I. cmirkiricil on
I Orleolour i. 14•• -110, Itilt 91.111• i•• in ph. I,.,

Opening
l'ER 11 einh 8211.5111Ityg. 2401
Sprrial price will le• horetrorill thriiisgh Stptirmtkwr 29, 1481

Head Quarters
Whne'syou get selective service

-753-2266

CO-ORDINATED
INFANTS' NEEDS
"Candyland Bears"
Styled

by NITEY NITE

AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES
TERRY HOODED BATH TOWEL
RECBV1118

BLANKETS

1011% new Candytond Boor potters

100% cones, except had. Soper
slissirtont. Nog. 5.91

588

Nog. 6.11. Pkg. of 2

RTTED CRIB SHEETS

QUILTED BLANKETS
nor pity-cows Out blth vIr$11

Cantlytood Sear Wont No-iroo pair
cotton. Elastic ands. Nog. 6.99

988

488
488

WATERPROOF LAP PADS

styes* OWL Nog, 11.119

100% canes. Machin washable
288
and drastic 12114- Nog. 3.99. Pkg of 3

9

THERMAL RECEIVING BLANKET

31Iz48" ZIPPER GUILT
Polgostor-coltoo loco with
*1s1288
pots's* Illmoll. Nog. 15.99

leo%
cans.. WI colors: white.
pint,
main, bloo. Nog. 4.59

&

Hospital Report

19*".
'iitkir

Other hostesses will be
Betty Scott, Martha Sue
Ryan, Brenda Brochett,
Polly Garland, Geri
Anderson, Carleen
Belcher, Toni Hopson,
Sadie West, Frances
Parker, Ruth Wilson,
Imogene Hughes, Clover
Cotham, Clarice
Sparkman, Alice
Purdom, and Doris
Alexander.
Juliet Wallis will be the
hostess for bridge.
Golf will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Elizabeth
Slusmeyer as golf
hostess. Anyone not listed
in the lineup may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
9:30 a.m. No. 1 tee —
Betty Jo Purdom, Jane

Fitch, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, and Betty
Lowry.
9:50 No. 1 tee —
Cathryn Garrott, Louise
Lamb,Evelyn Jones, and
EdithGarrison.
9:55 No. 4 tee —
Barbara Stacy, Virginia
Sweatman, Ve Severson,
and Martha Sue Ryan.
10:00 a.m. No. 4 tee —
Exie Hill, Rebecca Irvan,
Billie Cohoon, and
Frances Parker.
Winners from play on
Sept. 16 with Betty Lowry
as hostess were as
follows: Championship
flight - tie between Betty
Jo Purdom and Jerleae
Sullivan.
First flight - Inus Orr,
winner, Evelyn Jones,
runnerup.
Second flight - Sue
Costello and Edith
Garrison,tie.
Third flight — Chris
Graham, winner,
Virginia Sweatznan and
Rowena Cullom, tied for
second.
Fourth flight — Peggy
Shoemaker, winner, and
Frances Parker,
runrierup.

715 South Twelfth Street

9-6-81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Peal(Mother
oyce), 910 N. 16th, Murray.
Baby Girl Mott
(mother Laurie), 408 S.
12th, Murray..
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janice C. Crum,
Rt.',Sedalia, Edward M.
McPherson, 101 Spruce
St., Murray, Ralph E. Lilly, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Jeannette,Doublin,'Rt. 3,
Mayfield, Mrs. Deborah
J. Adams, 1309 Hilltop,
Mayfield,
Rimon Colson, Rt 1. 5,
Benton, Robert Kirks, F-3
Southside Manor, Mur-

ray, Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Viola 1. McWherter,
123-Gordon, Paris, Tenn.,
Willie G. Muser,Si.53K,
New Concord, Mrs. Mae
S. Smith, P. 0. Bz. 142,
Purvear,Tenn.

Wetter

William Joyce,
known as Lord Haw Haw,
was hanged in Britain in
1946 as a traitor for his
Nazi propaganda
broadcasts during World
War U. Joyce claimed
American citizenship
because of his Brooklyn
birth but Britain insisted
on its right to try him
becaUse he had gone to
Germany on a British
passport.

GIRLS' CORDUROY OVERALLS
AdlostoOlo Mon buffo words
aMp itled
rtarrisli
. 14.

7.3'.

588

BOYS CORDUROY OVERALLS
Fvvot NI pocket WOMAN
WM button 'mons. Mask bock
vraSst, rigor logs. Navy, W. MO.
111124 mos. Rog. 5.99

488
I.

BOXED SLEEP 'N PLAY
Assorted styles -of sollds and pr.nts
S•Pe L XL.

2P6
21'9

Rol Noll, Nog. 3.90
Iltrolek Toffs, Nog. 11.01

,.....perepkomosisseegreigliseiprialleeli-lw7 /••:".
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ITS ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY
AT NATIONAL STORES
YOUR HOMETOWN
DEPARTMENT STORE
Main

Street, *Wray, Kentucky
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Agriculture
• Association
Meeting Recorded
By A LBEN W.BARKLEY,II
Commissioner of Agriculture
Las: month I attended the first
meeting of a new organization the Kentucky Agriculture
Association for Kentucky
Farmers. It includes representatives from all the agricultural
groups in the state and is aimed at
bringing together those who have
a common concern for
agriculture.
As we looked at budget cuts on
both the state and federal levels,
as we looked at high interest
rates, as we looked at the high
price of goods, many of us across
the state felt that vie—fild-Wdo
something which would enable us
to continue to provide a high level of service and to provide it at
even lower cost if that was possible.
With that in mind, I asked Roy
Massey of the Agriculture Department to coordinate efforts to
create a cooperative organization
designed to enhance all our services. The result was last month's
meeting in Bowling Green and a
ten-county pilot program to try
out our ideas.
A primary purpose of the
meeting was to exchange information about our various organizations. Our idea was to tell each
other, in detail, the kind of service
we offer. We have always worked
together, of course, but this time
we wanted to make sure we were
all fully aware of what each other
does. If we don't know the.answer
to a problem, we will know where
to find it. I ttiWriee got a really
good overview of the agriculture
associations in the state because
of the quality of the speakers who
were there.
They included the following:
Lillian Hart, director of the Kentucky AS(; Randy Giessler,
state deputy director of SCS,

Capitol Ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) — Few
legislative battles are as brutal as
those fought over federal farm
subsidies. Each time a major
farm bill comes to the House or
senate floor, party labels fall
aside as members realign
themselves in sugar, peanut,
tobacco,corn and soybean camps.
Tobacco-state senators spun
their perennial arguments that
federal tobacco subsidies are
necessary and just plain patriotic
— even in these days of financial
austerity.
It was just too much for
program critic Sen. Mark
Hatfield, R-Ore., who protested,
-After listening about the benefits
of tobacco to this nation, I have
almost come to the conclusion that
tobacco must be better than sex."
Responded Agriculture
Committee Chairman Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., one of the Senate's
most outspoken tobacco-subsidy
advocates, "I say to the senator
that I do not remember."
In the end, the Senate voted to
keep the tobacco subsidy intact.
intact.
Rep. Jonathan Bingham, DM.Y., issued a news release the
other day to announce he was
filing a bill to designate the fourth
Sunday in October as "Mother-inLaw Day."
Bingham said he wanted to
correct "the image of the
meddlesome mother-in-law, the
battle ax mother-in-law, the
domineering mother-in-law. The
term mother-in-law has become
one of rcdicule."
Bingham said he's sure it will
pass and will be signed into law.
"I'd bet that more than half the
members of Congress have or had
good, loving relationships with
their mothers-in-law (and) I've
heard that President Reagan
himself is close to Mrs. Fteagan's
mother," Bingham explained.
His news release also observed,
"Bingham concedes that some
mothers-in-law do live up to the
stereotype."
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, had two important
committee meetings on his
calendar for the same hour.
His panel was considering the
administration's request to raise
-the government's borrowing
per to $1.079 trillion while the
Jddiciary Committee was voting
on the Supreme Court nomination
of Sandra Day O'Connor.

Stanley Head, director of conservation for the state Department of
Natural Resources and Eriviroiunental Protection; David
Finney, director of safety and
local affairs for Kentucky Farm
Bureau; Kendell Seaton, director
of the Farmer's Home Administration; Mike Miller, president of the Kentucky Association
of Counties; and Bob Herbst from
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
We had invited quite a few people from the ten-county area to
hear our ideas because the local
people are the ones who are essej
tial to making the program w rk.
There were local field people,
county judge executives, local
representatives of the state and
federal agencies, office
managers,and technicians.
They gave us an enthusiastic
response so we think that the local
support for the project will be
pretty good. I think local involvement is essential, too, so that we
never get far away from farming.
We sure don't want to be just
another bureacracy, and I am
sure we won't be.
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I fear that I am
gradually losing my hearing and
that I may need a hearing aid. I

have been aware of all the problems in the hearing aid industry
and really don't want to take the
chance of being ripped-off - I can't
afford it. Can you tell me what
steps I should take to be safe? K.
R.
ANSWER: First of all, have
your ears checked by your physician - it could only be a matter of a
wax build-up that can easily be
taken care of. If no problems are
found there, ask him to refer you
to a qualified audiologist for a
clinically controlled hearing test.

Amendments Only Statewide
Concern On November Ballot
the succession amendment was dependence in the 1980 legislative
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — The only formed. The leadership is compos- session than any governor in
statewide interest on the ballot ed of prominent Kentuckians in memory; however, they point out
that the amendment will endure
this November is the two constitu- both major political parties.
Two prominent newspapers, the for years after governor Brown
tional amendments, and one of
those is beginning to stimulate Lexington Herald and the • litotes office.
The Kentucky legislature has a
Frankfort State Journal are
some interest.
60-day
working session every two
editorialy
opposed
to
the
succesOne of the amendments provides for one-term succession for sion amendment and have so years and its veto power has been
almost nil since the present conthe governor and other state con- stated their cases.
The chief complaint of both stitution was adopted 90 years
stitutional officers and unlimited
newspapers is that the amend- ago.
termsfor county sheriffs.
However, the legislature, under
The other amendment is a two- ment makes no comparable provithe
1979 constitutional amendpronged affair. One part would ex- sion for upgrading or strengthentend the homestead exemption tax ing the legislature. The governor's ment, may recess at times, profeature to handicapped persons. office of Kentucky is about the viding they get their 60-working
nearest thing to a dictatorship in days in by April 15. This now gives
The other would provide a maxthe democratic form of govern- the legislature time to be in sesimum of a five-year moratorium
sion after the governor has proment.
for taxes for the restoration of
Both newspapers have pointed cessed all the bills passed in the
run-down business property.
Last week a non-partisan com- out that Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. session, thus enhancing their veto
mittee to spearhead opposition to gave the legislature more in- power. Before the amendment,
the legislature had adjourned
Ity John Ur:stiff before the required date or the
governor to sign or veto bills.
One of the chief problems of
Kentucky's governmental system
is that the governor has almost
complete authority to expend
state funds after the legislature
adjourns so long as he stays within
the budget and abides by specific
legislative directives. Some past
governors became expert magicians in shifting state funds to suit
their whims and political interests.
Several governors have cancelNEW YORK (AP) — Concerned projected to cost 20 percent to 40 ed road projects led by the
as he is about the immediate and
percent, that observation assumes previous administration and
future financial defects of the
enormous proportions. What shifted funds to other projects.
Most governors have had full
nation's Social Security System, influences does he see?
discretionary
power in the use of
A. Haeworth Robinson has a list of
Consider this:
more subtle and intangible
"Social Security trespasses surplus funds, and others have
concerns that draw relatively
upon almost every aspect of our had capital construction funds
little attention.
personal lives by imposing an placed in one pot to do with as they
A concern, for example, about
unnecesary straightjacket of pleased in choosing approved proSocial Security being a
behavioral standards: when to jects.
The chief objection to the sucmechanism jhat neatly divides
retire, how much to earn between
cession
amendment is that any
Americans into two groups or
ages 62 and 72, when to divorce,
classes: those who produce and
whether to remarry (as well as governor can use the powers of his
those who are "inactive but still' when and to whom). It destroys office to almost insure his successhare in such production."
the flexibility needed for us to sion. His powers of usage of state
funds is such that legislators and
Concern also about Social
manage our lives as we see fit."
citizens alike would almost have
Security's role in discouraging
And this:
to
personal savings and the
obey his wishes if they wish any
"Social Security is structured to
formation of private pension
reward traditional life patterns favorable state services for their
plans, thus retarding capital (that is, male breadwinner and areas.
Kentuckians would be treading
formation needed for a strong
female homemaker, and lifelong
economy, and reducing growth
marriages) that are becoming on dangerous territory to permit
that would improve living
much less representative of any public official with such
power to succeed himself in office.
standards for all—active and
modern life."
The second amendment is a
retired alike.
As the system exists, Robinson
Who is this man with such
believes, it is so complex that the mixture of the sweet and the sour.
strong opinions about Social
average person will never know The sweet is the provision to exSecurity? He is a man with unique
what benefits to expect "and will tend homestead exemption to the
knowledge and understanding of
never know how much handicapped.
The sour is the tax moratorium
the system, having been chief
responsibility to assume for
actuary of the Social Security
five years on restoration of
for
himself and his family."
Administration in the 1970s.
This, he argues,"will lead to the run-down property. This would be
Robinson, now vice president of
individual's looking blindly to an invitation for speculators and
William M. Mercer, Inc., an
government for whatever benefits out-of-town residents to purchase
employee benefit and
are being dispensed at the time," such property; restore it and rent
compensation consultant, the inevitable consequence being it at high price, or sell it for a proexpresses his concerns in a new
an "erosion of intiative, fit after his moratorium on taxes
book, "The Coming Revolution in
individualtiy and self respect, as has expired.
Social Security," some of which
At the same time, the conscienwell as the loss of any sense of
he excerptedakt The Mercer freedom of choice and control tious property owner, who has
Bulletin, a small monthly
regarding a vital aspect of our properly maintained his property,
publication. •
must pay taxes to support city serlives."
Considering that 30 years ago
Robinson's conclusion: "It is vices the restorer gets for free.
Social Security cost a mere one
not a question of whether Social There's no justice in such
percent of the taxable payroll of Security can be changed, it is only favoritism.
those covered, now costs 14
Consider the impact of these
a question of how and when it will
percent, and 50 years from now is
amendments when you vote
be changed."

Business Mirror

SocialSecurity
Concerns Listed
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Looking Back
1() Years Ago
Sammy S. Knight, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Knight of Murray,
has been awarded a scholarship
for the third consecutive year at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Deaths reported include Rudy
L. Dunn, 62, Elmer Haverstock,
72, Mrs. Walter L. (Pauline)
Doherty, 65, Emmett Helm, 67,
and Mrs.Ivy Noel Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Owen of Rt. 1
Farmington celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sept. 26
with an open house at their home.
They were married Sept. 25, 1921.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Herndon,
Sept. 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell Thompson, Sept. 16, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hall,
Sept. 16.
J. P. Parker won the championship of the annual Inter-City Golf
Tournament at the Oaks and
Calloway Country Clubs.

If the results show that you do
need a hearing aid,ask him to provide you with the names of
suitable dealers and ask his advice, also, about the type of aid
that you need.
Before dealing with a hearing
aid salesman, check him out with
the Chamber of Commerce and
the Better Business Bureau. Go to
several dealers and comparison
shop for the best price. Do not
yield to high-pressure sales tactics - take your time. Ask the
dealer how long he has been in
business in this area so you can be
sure that he will be around if
something goes wrong with your
hearing aid. Also, be sure that
after you purchase the aid that
you have at least 30 days in which
to return it for a full refund if it
does not improve your hearing.
These steps are the only way to
go. Do not buy hearing aids from
someone who comes to your door,
or sells them through the mails. A
hearing aid can be an expensive
purchase, especially since
James F. Hughes, Chief
Medicare does not help pay for storekeeper, USN, son of Mr. and
one. So only deal with the most Mrs. T.F. Hughes, was serving
qualified and reliable people.
_ aboard the destroyer escort, USS
Emerson in the Far East.
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years
Deaths reported include Mrs.
old. I had two Medicare supple- Robert E. Broach,66.
ment policies. A young insurance
Cpl. Joe M. Scarbrough, son of
salesman came to my door last Mr. and Mrs. Clyde M. Scarweek selling Medicare sup- brough, has been assigned to the
plements. I asked him to look at 60th Fighee Interceptor Squadron
the policies that I now have and at Westover Air Force Base, Sprtell me if he thinks I need another ingfield, Mass.
one. He looked over my policies
Julia Fay Arnett, a graduate of
and said that in one or two areas I Hazel High School, has been
had not coverage and that I should awarded a $150 scholarship to
purchase his policy.
Murray State College by the Bank
Do I really need three Medicare of Murray.
supplements? Where can I go to
Births reported include a girl to
have someone look over the Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lee Brittain,
policies to see if I need this much? Sept. 13, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
1.C.
James Lamb, Sept. 14, and a girl
ANSWER: No. No one needs to Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McClure,
more than one good Medicare sup- Sept. 14.
plement policy. Heartline now has
Hilda Jones, daughter of Mr.
a new service to evaluate your and Mrs. Fred Jones, is now
Medicare supplement policy (or teaching in the American School
policies), to give you an idea of at Berchtesgaden,Germany.
where you might be lacking in insurance and where you might be
over-insured. The service is $2.00
Today is Monday, Sept. 21, the
per policy evaluated. Please send
copies of your policies for evalua- 264th day of 1981. There are 101
tion to Heartline Insurance days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Evaluation, 114 East Dayton St.,
On Sept. 21, 1949, the People's
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Republic of China was proclaimed
Please allow 3 weeksfor response.
by its Communist leaders.
On the same day, West
Germany came into existence as
the U.S., British and French
occupation zones were
transferred to German control.
On this date:
In 1939, Romanian Premier
Armand Calinescu was
assassinated.
In 1964, Malta became an
independent state within the
British Commonwealth.
In 1969, more than 120 people
were killed in rioting in western
India. The violence stemmed from
alleged Moslem abuse of cattle,
which the Hindus regard as
sacred.
And in 1978, Syria, Algeria,
South Yemen, and Libya severed
relations with Egypt because of
that nation's accord with Israel.
Ten years ago: The 26th
IIMIMINIMIthMthitheithallangthammollo
General Assembly of the United
Nations opened in New York, with
Miirmy Ledger & Times
Indonesia's Adam Malik as its
US5'530113". JO
president.
Publisher
.
Walter L Apperson
Editor
. • ..
Five years ago: Former Chilean
R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Times is published
foreign minister Orlando Letelier
every afternoon etrept Sundays, July 4,
was killed when his car exploded
Chnstmas Day, New Years Doc and Thanksgiv•
i NA by Murray Newspapers. Inc j06 N. 4th
in Washington,D.C.
Murray, Ky 47/71 Second Class Postage Paid st
One year ago: With Democratic
Murray, Ky 43171
incumbent Jimmy Carter absent
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers, 13 25 per month, payable in advance
in protest, Republican Ronald
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Her•
Reagan and Independent John
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and
Pans, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn.$24 $0 per
Anderson staged the presidential
year. By mail to other destinations, $.71.1 per
campaign's
first debate.
yese
Today's birthdays: Carter
Member of thenciated Press Kentucky Prikg
Association and Southern Newspoper Pubbifiers
White House aide Hamilton
Asosciation
Jordan is 37 years old. Former
The Associated Press ts es elusively entitled to
Secretary of the Army Clifford
republish Peal news nnpnatathby The Murray
Lodger & Tunes as well as all other AP news
Alexander is 48.
TELEPHONY. NUMBKRS
Thought For Today: Praising
lushness Ottice
753-1110
what is lost makes the
Classofied Advertsluig
133-1M4
Retail I Display Adverthine
733-1,19'
remembrance dear. — William
Circulation
ru-1111
- Shakespeare, English playwright
News and Spurts Dept
733-11114
(1564-1616).
•-•-•

30 Years _Ago

Todal.- In History
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20 l'ears Ago
Glen H. McKinney, seaman,
USN, son of Glen C. McKinney,
Murray, was serving aboard the
heavy cruiser, USS Newport News
in the Mediterranean Sea.
Deaths reported included Jim
Sims,75,and Chester Gargus,67.
Dr. J. B. Dover of Hazel was
named one of the directors of the
First District of the Kentucky
Association of Chiropractors at a
meeting in Paducah.
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, advanced to the status of member in
the American College of Hospital
Administrators during a meeting
at Atlantic City, N. J., on Sept.24.
Pam Garland, Pat Dill, Diane
Vaughn, Carol Rolfe, Phyllis
McNutt, Janice Johnson, Sue Ann
Watson, Gale Thurman, Linda
Pocock, Paulette Jones, Judy
Outland, Vickie Ellis, Ginger
Pierce, Patsy Lax, Mary B.
Cherry, Beverly Rodgers, and
Jane Young are officers of the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls.

Heartline
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'Banzai Run'New Form OfIllegal Speeding
terse laugh. "If this car
had wings..."
He eyes the Ferrari
Boxer and Vector Twinturbo V2 behind him in
electronic rearview mirrors. The exotic cars in
this high-speed caravan
are barely visible out the
Lamborghini's tiny back

LOS ANGELES (AP) freeway flip past in a blur dangerous and expensive
— The $100,000 Lam- and gent le curves hobby that goes beyond
borghini Countach shoots become hairpin turns, the speed limit and even
up the on-ramp at 65 mph Make a mistake at that beyondnthe reach of the
in first gear, 80 mph in speed and both car and law. For these racers,
driver would likely speed is a kind of
second.
Once in the fast lane, disintegrate in flight.
intoxicant.
This is a "banzai run"
he speedometer inches
"Military jets take off
toward 200 mph. Signs with an outlaw racer, a at 200 mph," the driver of
along the deserted man pursuing an illegal, the Countach says with a

Transport Plane Crashes
INDIAN SPRINGS AIR
FIELD, Nev. (AP) — A
C-130 transport plane
carrying 68 people on an
Army training mission
crash-landed and burst
into flames early today
near an Air Force landing
strip. Officials said at
least three were killed,
four were missing and
most of those aboard
escaped with minor

Autopsy Set
For Today

UI

LONDON (AP) — An
autopsy was to be
performed today on a 24year-old World Airways
flight attendant killed on
a trans-Atlantic flight,
but U.S. aviation officials
say her death was
accidental.
Karen Williams, 24,
"died of a crushed chest"
about an hour before
flight 32 from Baltimore
landed at Gatwick
Airport south of London
on Sunday, said Wallace
Emory, chief of the
Federal Aviation
Administration office in
Frankfurt, West
Germany.
He told The Associated
Press by phone that the
FAA was investigating
and details still were
sketchy, but Ms.
Williams was crushed
between the elevator cab
and the door frame on the
DC-10. It appeared that
she died instantly, he
said.
The plane has two
elevators _operating
between the main deck
level and a galley in the
plane's lower bay where
food is prepared. One
elevator is for cargo and
equipment, the other for
the flight crew.
World Airways
spokesman Philip
Keenlyside at Gatwick
said a coroner would
perform an autopsy
today.

injuries.
Clark County Deputy
Coroner Grant Javis said
from Las Vegas that the
Air Force told him three
people had been killed
and four othe s were
mpssi,g and unaccoluited
for fo lowing the accident
about 12:30 a.m.
In Washington, Capt.
Virginia Prbyla, an Air
Force spokeswoman,
said the plane was
believed to be carrying
nine crew members and
59 passengers.
She said the plane was
a supporting element in a
night training exercise
involving the Army's 9th
Infantry Division from
Fort Lewis, Wash. She
said the exercises, which
began Sept. 11, are
designed to simulate joint
Air Force-Army airlift
operations in combat
conditions. .
Shelly Camp, a Las
Vegas police officer who
was at the scene, said
earlier the Air Force told
him four deaths had been
confirmed.
Bob Berea, a public
information officer for
Nellis, said 61 of those
aboard had been
accounted for. He said 41
of them were treated for
minor injuries and
released, while the 20
others were admitted to
hospitals.
Sgt. Joe Wiles, another
public information officer
for Nellis, said none of
those hospitalized was
thought to be critically
hurt, and said most of the
injuries were
"orthopedic" such as
broken arms or legs."
Lt. Col. Mike Wallace,
public information officer
at Nellis, said rescue
workers spent hours
trying to remove all
passengers from the
wreckage.
The plane was still
burning long after the
crash and firefighters
were on the scene, Camp
said. The flames could be
seen leaping 20 to 25 feet.
Firefighters rushed to

SIRLOIN

I

the scene, but the plane
burned for about four
hours after the crash.
Reporters, kept a halfmile from the wreckage,
could see flames leaping
20 to 25 feet into the air.
Nellis has an ongoing
military training
exercise known as Red
Flag which lasts for
several weeks at a time.
It is not known whether
the crashed C-130, a
Lockheed-built craft
whose model name is
Hercules, was involved in
Red Flag.

The plane Is the same
type involved in a crash
during the abortive
rescue of the Americans
held hostage in Iran in
1980. A C-130 was also
used by the Israelis
during the raid to free
hijack victims at
Entebbe, Uganda.
In Washington, Maj.
Sam Martin,an Air Force
public affairs officer,
said the plane was
attached to the 463rd
Tactical Airlift Wing,
from Dyess Air Force
Base in Texas.

window: "It's the Italian
philosophy of driving,"
he said of his sports car.
"You don't have time to
look back."
Indeed, looming suddenly ahead is a dreaded
black and white cruiser of
the California Highway
Patrol. The distance
eaten up in a second, the
sports cars rocket past in
a flash. As seen in the
mirrors, the patrol car
seems to be hurtling
backwards as if shot from
a cannon. Are its red
lights turned on?
"Doesn't matter —
might as well try to catch
a Russian spy satellite,"
sneers the driver, who
asks not to be identified.
Nevertheless, some banzai runners take no
chances — they've installed switches in their
cars to flip off their tail
lights and make their
vehicles more difficult to
follow.
By the time the patrol
radios for help, the banzai runners will be hiding
safely in some small town
miles up the coast, slinking down back streets,
maybe parking in a dark
alley until things cool
down.
Although they're hard
to catch, banzai runners
don't like to push their
luck. Up and down the
route, scouts with walkietalkies and binoculars
watch for police patrols
when several cars make
a run. The richest of the
runners sometimes hire
surveillance planes to
watch for the highway
patrol — especially its
helicopters and planes.
These patrol air units
are the only real concern
for banzai runners. An ordinary black-and-white is
just no match.

The state police recently beefed up its air patrol
along certain stretches of
freeway favored by the
banzai ruruiers. Banzai is
a Japanese toast to the
e m p e-r or that is
associated with Japanese
servicemen who uttered
it before going on suicide
missions during World
War II.
"Banzai runners? So
that's what they're called.I didn't know they had
a name," patrol Sgt.
Lance Erickson said
when asked about the
racers.
"Traveling at 200 mph
on a racetrack is

dangerous, but on the
street? It's almost unthinkable. There's nonway our cars could catch
a Ferrari or a Porsche in
a top-speed contest,"
Erickson admitted. "I've
chased (Porsche) Turbo
Carreras and thanked the
drivers for stopping."
Erickson said he had
heard of numerous incidents where highpowered cars outdistanced patrol cars but said he
hadn't realized the
drivers were organized
into what amounts to an
underground club.
Rumors of the sport of
banzai running and of a

More Leftists Are
Executed In Iran

BEIRUT, Lebanon
(AP) — Tehran Radio
reported 149 more leftists
executed in Iran during
the weekend, raising the
total number of
executions officially
announced to 772 in three
months.
Other sources in
WASHINGTON(AP)— nation's farmlands from
Tehran reported the
El Salvador's President economic sabotage and to
firing squads' weekend
Jose Napoleon Duarte, control the flow of Soviettoll was 183, and one
appealing for support bloc weapons to leftist
source said officials put
from President Reagan guerrillas. Among the
the total at more than
and Congress, says he countries assisting the
2,000 since_ President
needs more American insurgents, Duarte said,
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr
military and financial aid are Cuba, Nicaragua and
was ousted on June 22.
to bring democracy to the Libya.
The government radie
He said economic
embattled country.
said among those who
Duarte, who took over assistance will be
died were two people who
as head of El Salvador's required to cover an
were executed
civilian-military junta estimated $300 million
immediately Sunday
last December, was to balance of payments
night in Tehran after they
meet Reagan at the White deficit. He said he was
were found carrying
House today and travel to hopeful the United States
Molotov cocktails.
as well as international
Capitol Hill on Tuesday.
Iran's revolutionary
The visit comes at a lending institutions, such
prosecutor, Musavi
time when his as the World Bank, will
Tabrizi, said in a
administration concedes help El Salvador cover
broadcast Friday that
that public support in the the deficit.
terrorists would be "tried
United States for the
in the streets, on the
Duarte regime is
spot," when arrested so
lukewarm and France
the government would
and Mexico are calling
not have to waste money
for negotiations between
feeding them in prison,
the government and
Bani-Sadr's ouster by
WASHINGTON(AP)— budget for fiscal 1981,
leftist insurgents in El
t he Islamic
More
crime,
physical
and
appointed
by
were
Salvador.
fundamentalists of the
Duarte said Sunday .psychological illness, Jimmy Carter.
ruling Islamic
broken
families
and
that he is not here to ask
Republican Party
for additional U.S. racial division are among
touched off a campaign of
the
possible
dire
effects
assistance but rather to
explain his plan for of President Reagan's
democratic development economic policies and
in El Salvador after a budget cuts, says a
"military dictatorship of harshly critical final
AURORA — Property
report by a lame duck
50 years."
sold at auction here last
panel
of
federal
poverty
Nevertheless, he said
week may not really be
on CBS' "Face the program advisors.
changing
hands.
Reagan's current
Nation," the Salvadoran
Although the 7,660-acre
course
of
action
could
armed forces need radar,
auction had been billed as
radios, trucks and create "social chaos" in possibly one of the largest
nation,
13th
the
says
the
helicopters to protect the
in West Kentucky few
Central American and last annual report of bidders placed lower bids
the National Advisory
Council on Economic than expected, according
Opportunity, which was to an auction official.
Jim Anderson of Lowes
created in 1964 during
Executive
Auction SerLyndon Johnson's war on
vice of South Bend, Ind.
poverty.
In a torrid parting shot, said only two or three
the panel predicted bids topped the $1 million
Sunday that Reagan's mark during the auction.
policies will substantially Before the auction began,
swell the ranks of Realtors estimated the
America's 29.3 million value of the property at
poor, sending "those who nearly $5 million.
will be later this
hover just above the
wAk before landowners
poverty level" below it.
Coupon
The panel goes out of consider the bids in last
Thursday's
auction.
At
Topcoats
&
business Oct. 1 when the
that
time
they
will
decide
Economic Opportunity
Overcoats
Act expires and many whether or not to sell the
(Mein)
health and social welfare property.
Fun,S Susie Examied
Corp.,
a
comKoppers
programs are converted
in
to block grants. All 15 pany headquarteredpromembers of the council, Pittsburgh owns the
Roe. $3.89
which had a $200,000 perty.

President Appeals
For American Support

so-called "Malibu
Breakfast Club" — whose
members race down
Malibu Canyon's winding
road to the sea at excessive speeds in a monthly, early morning ritual
— have persisted for
months but were difficult
to confirm.
Then came Jasjit
Rarewala, head of Lamborghini's North
American division.
Lamborghini was,locked out of the U.S. niarket
for six years because its
cars didn't meet bumper
and emission-control
standards. Rarewala
designed the modifications that made the
foreign exotics streetlegal — and he admits to
customizing some cars
for banzai runners.
He also customized the
Lamborg,hini that starbom b in gs a n d red, along with Burt
assassinations by the Reynolds, in the movie
Islamic-Marxist "Cannonball Run," and
Muja hedeen K ha lq loves to talk about banzai
underground running cars and the
organization. The philosophy of driving
government in retaliation them.
has made thousands of "Fast cars have always
arrests and is keeping its been a part of the
firing squads busy.
American dream," he
Tehran's prosecutor said, "and these cars ...
general, Assadollah these cars can make a
Lajavardi, told a news man's blood boil."
conference juvenile Rarewala concedes
terrorists would suffer there is tremendous risk
the same summary fate in driving such cars
anywhere but on a
as adults. . .
"Even if a. 12-year-old racetrack. But he says
child is f oun d that many drivers are
participating in an armed highly skilled ex-race car
demonstration, he will be drivers. The rest, he
shot. The age doesn't says, are the "newly
matter," he said. "They rich," who take special
are young and they can pride and care with the
be duped into eounter- expensive ears.
revolutionary activities." Rarewala would not
reveal the name of his
clients but says many are
Texans and Californians,
and others include rock
stars, actors and Middle
An organizational Eastern princes. One
meeting for the campaign banzai runner, he said,
to elect David Buck- used to be a police officer.
ingham for district judge "They are enwill begin at 7 p.m. rues- trepreneurs, self-made
day, Sept. 22 in the cour- men, the kind who take
troom of the Calloway the biggest chances," he
said. "They like to drive
County Courthouse.
All persons interested fast. They don't believe
in assisting with the carn- the meek shall inherit the
paign are urged to attend. Earth."

Effects Of Policies
Are Listed In Report

Trigg Site

Buckingham
Meet Planned

Auctioned
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These days no one is With prices
rising as fast as they are now, it
makes good sense to save money
anywhere you can So look to your
insurance for possible savings
Call us for a quote on Great American
auto or homeowners insurance If
you re not made of money, a Great
American auto or homeowners
policy is made for you
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Western Reverses Grid
Trend From Last Week'
The Associated Press

Persson
Captures
Singles
Terje Persson, Murray
State's No. 2 seeded
men's singles player,
rallied in the second set to
defeat MSU's No. 1 seeded Mats Ljungman,3-6, 64, 6-2, in the men's singles
championship of the Kentucky State Hardcourt
Tennis Tournament at
MSU Saturday and Sunday.
Tournament director
Bennie Purcell, also
MSU's men's tennis
coach, called the tournament "the most successful in it's 19-year
history."Of the 54 open
entries, consisting of
players from across the
mid-south, MSU had
three to advance to the
semifinals.
Besiiles Ljungman
and Persson, freshman
• Bobby Montgomery, last
year's Kentucky High
School singles champion,
lost in the semifinal
round to Persson, who
eventually won the
tourney.
In the 16-player senior
division draw, Murray's
Ed Hunt captured the
championship in 6-3, 6-3,
sets from Joe Hunter of
Sikeston, Mo.
Open doubles play saw
Mark Tulloch and
Graham Harris, both
members of Middle Tennessee State's team,
down Ljungman and
Montgomery, 6-3, 6-1, for
the title.
Joe Hunter and Fred
Stuart of Sikeston, Mo.,
teammed to beat Hunt
and Mansfield Farmer of
Murray, 6-3, 6-3, for the
seniors' doubles championships.

GO FOR IT!-(Above) Murray's Ed Hunt stretches for a Joe Hunter shot during the senior division
singles play of the Kentucky State Hardcourt Tennis Tourney at Murray State,Saturday and Sunday.
(Below) MSU player Mats Ljungman stretches a
little himself, but can't quite reach a shot from
teammate Terje Persson. Hunt didn't get his shot,
but won the men's title anyway and Ljungman
didn't reach his shot and lost to Persson for the open
singles title.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Western Kentucky
could do little right
against Delaware, but the
Hilltoppers were almost
perfect a week later
against Kentucky State.
Western Kentucky was
drubbed 38-14 by
Delaware, but the
Hilltoppers came back
last Saturday to bury
Kentucky State 54-14.
"We came out really
intense, almost mad,"
said Western Kentucky
Coach Jimmy Feix.
Western also came out
throwing, riding the
combined efforts of
Ralph Antone and Marty
Jaggers to a 35-0 lead in
the first 21 minutes of
play.
Antone, who completed
nine of 11 passes for 163
yards, threw TD passes
of 43 yards to Mark
Nelson and 28 yards to
John Newby. Jaggers hit
on six of seven passes for
67 yards, including a oneyard strike to Danny
Embree.
In other games
Saturday involving Ohio
Valley Conference teams,
Murray State beat
Youngstown State 13-9,
Navy whomped Eastern
Kentucky 24-0, Middle
Tennessee slipped by
Tennessee-Martin 6-3,
Austin Peay tripped
James Madison 13-7, and
Kent State downed Akron
17-6.
Next week's schedule
has Middle Tennessee at
Morehead, Western
Kentucky at Austin Peay,
Tennessee Tech at

years as athletic director.
Potter was recognized
during the game for his
kicking finesse.
Potter, a walk-on,
booted field goals of 27
and 35 yards in Middle
Tennessee's non conference win over the
Pacers. He tied the game
on the opening possession
of the second half when
he capped a 14-play,
55-yard scoring drive. He
got the game winner with
11:55 remaining.

Murray and Akron at
Eastern Kentucky.
Youngstown is idle.
Senior Nick Nance ran
66 yards for a touchdown
and 50 yards to set up
another score to pace
Murray State in its win
over Youngstown State.
Nance carried the ball 19
times for 187 yards.
Youngstown State
earned 19 first downs, to
seven for Murray State,
but turned the ball over
five times on three
interceptions and two
fumbles.
Navy's win over
Eastern Kentucky was
coach George Welsh's
50th, moving him into a
tie with Eddie Erdelatz
as the service academy's
all-time winningest
coach.
After a sluggish first
half, Navy tight end Greg
Papajohn returned a
teammate's recovered
fumble 40 yards for a
touchdown to ignite the
team. The Middies added
10 points in the third
quarter and picked up
their final touchdown
with less than a minute
left in the game.

Rob Christophel hit
Floyd Jones with a fouryard touchdown pass and
Hampton Jones kicked
two field goals and an
extra point in Austin
Peay's defeat of James
Madison in a designated
conference game.
Jones'touchdown came
on the 16th play of a 69yard drive midway the
second quarter.
Hampton's two field
goals were 35-yarders.
Non-OVt member Kent
State beat neighborhood
rival and OVC member
Akron with help from
halfback Ron Pittman,
who rushed for 91 yards,
30 of them on a firstquarter touchdown.
Pittman, who carried the
ball 29 times, swept down
the left side of the field to
cap Kent's four-play
scoring drive in the first
period.
The Kent State victory
evened the seriep
between the two Ohio
schools at 12-12, with two
ties.

Saturday was "Bubber
Murphy Day" in
Murfreesboro, Term., and
Middle Tennessee State's
freshman kicker Kelly
Potter made sure
Murphy had something to
celebrate.
Murphy, who retired
this year, was recognized
before kick-off at the Blue
Raider-TennesseeMartin game for his 34

Weiskoph's 68 Tilts
LaJet Golf Classic
ABILENE, Texas(AP)
- Tom Weiskopf shot a
flawless, final-round
4-under-par 68 Sunday to
win the inaugural LaJet
Classic golf tournament
and boost his career
earnings to more than $2
million.
It was the 14th
Tournament Players
Association victory for
the 38-year-old Weiskopf
and his first since he won
the 1978 Doral-Eastern
Open.
Gil Morgan shot a final
round 69 to finish 2-shots
behind and earn the
$37,000 second place
money at 208. Tommy Valentine,
Fuzzy Zoeller, and Craig
Stadler all shot final
rounds of 70 to finish 3
shots behind the winner.

The $63,000 first-place
prize boosted Weiskopf's
1981 earnings to $173,110
and his career payoffs to
$2,002,525. Only three
other players have
surpassed $2 million in
earnings on the tour Jack Nicklaus, Lee
Trevino and Tom Watson.
Hubie Green limped
home with a 76 and with
just 1-under for the
tournament.
Weiskopf, who was so
irritated Saturday he
refused to discuss his
round with the press, took
a 1-shot lead into the final
day as winds gusting to 20
mph raked the Fairways
Golf Club which has a
tough par 72
His 72-hole total of 278
was 10-under par over the
2-year-old course, which

most of the players said
was in tremendous
condition.
Weiskopf worked his
way around the slick bent
grass and 4-inch deep
Bermuda rough without a
bogey over the 7,077-yard
course.
Valentine, Morgan,
Zoeller, Stadler and
Green began the day a
shot behind Weiskopf,
who won the • BensonHedges International a
month ago in England.
Weiskopf went out in 3under par 33 and his
birdie at the par-5,
511-yard No.9 gave'him
the lead to stay. He
reached the 524-yard,
par-5 No.14 in 2 and twoputted for birdie.

INDIVIDUAL HONORS - Murray State's Chris
Edholm fired a 71-70-71-212 to capture top individual honors in the 17th annual Murray State
Golf Tourney at the Murray Country Club over the
weekend.
Staff Photo by Jim Rector

WKU Wins Team;
Edholm Claims Solos
Western Kentucky captured the team championship in a playoff over
Memphis State in
weekend competition in
the 17th annual Murray
State Golf Tournament at
the Murray Country Club.
The University of
Missouri held the lead
after 36 holes of play Friday with a 587 aggregate.
WKU trailed by 11
strokes, but made up the
difference during Saturday's 18-hole competition
and tied MSU at 890
before winning in the onehole playoff. Missouri
dropped to third overall
with an 893finish.
Host Murray State
placed fifth in the 12-team

ALBANY, N.Y.(AP)South Africa's
Springboks rugby team,
forced to play in secret
and live on the run while
on a U.S. tour, must win a
contest in court before 4t
can take the field in
Albany.
Richard Walsh Jr., a
lawyer for the Eastern
Rugby Union,said he will
argue today that New
York Gov. Hugh Carey
overstepped his authority
by canceling Tuesday's
game between the
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Ottis Anderson,the star
running back of the St.
Louis Cardinals, got an
extra letter in his first
name when the delivering
doctor made a mistake in
filling out the birth
certificate.

Ex-managar Jim Fray
of the Kansas City Royal;
never played majorleague baseball despite a
.302 betting average in 14
minor-leagueseasons.

ft

01

Springboks and an ERU
all-star squad.
Walsh wants U.S.
District Judge Howard
Munson to grant an
injunction preventing
Carey from stopping the
contest. The union is
helping sponsor the
Springboks visit.
Demonstrators have
followed the racially
mixed rugby team since
their arrival in the United
States Sept. 14, protesting
the racial separatism
policies of the South
African government.
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Smogs Patties

6 lb. box $9

1100% Pure Grossed Beef
'Hamburger Steaks
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Mark Young was three
strokes behind Edholm,
nailing down second
place for Southern Illinois
with a 215. Memphis
State's David Hahn and
WKU's Kenny Perry tied
for third with identical
220s.
The weekend competition was the first of the
season for Murray State
and the team will see action again Friday at the
East Tennessee Invitational in Johnson City.
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field, Blue-team member
Chris Edholm fired
rounds of 71-70-71 for a
four-under 212 for first
place in the individual
standings.
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MSU 13, YSU 9

Welcome Back Dunaway
help cause no matter
By JIM RECTOR
what, you know he's goSports Editor
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO ing to be around the ball
— Senior defensive end somehere," said senior
Jim Dunaway has an idea defensive back Gregg
why he's been injured so Evans after the Racers
much this.year. It's the had stubbornly resisted
13th season of football for the Penguins, 13-9, at
the Racer from South Youngstown.
MSU coach Frank
Shore, Ky., and despite a
knee injury, pulled leg Beamer was especially
muscles and a broken glad to see No. 25 anchorfinger no superstitions ing one side of the line or
are going to keep him the other. "It's good to
from the Murray State see Jim back in there...he
does a heckuva job no
lineup.
Saturday night was matter where he plays.
Dunaway's first ap- Earlier we've tried him
pearance on the Racer at linebacker, fullback,
'ID' and although his stats and it makes no difshow nine total tackles ference — he gives us 100
and a blocked pass, his percent every play."
At times on Saturday,
presence alone relieved
Dunaway said his technimany minds.
"Ya, when he's in there que felt a little awkward,
it takes the pressure off but his injuries gave him
the rest of us. He's a big no trouble. His stamina

isn't back to par yet, but
the thrill of playing again
after almost four weeks
of layoff overrode any
misgivings about the
game.
"I could tell the difference between me and
the other guys when we'd
get in the huddle. I'd hear
them breathing and I'd be
standing there puffing
away. I was lucky they
(Youngstown) didn't try
to block me as much...oh,
they ran a lead man out
there every once in
awhile, but most of the
time they would go inside
after the linebacker."
To say the game was a
defensive struggle would
be an understatement as
twice the Penguins drove
within the Racer 20 yard
line in the final quarter,
and due to heavy

resistance, were turned
away with only a 26-yard
field goal for show.
Dunaway was involved
in both stands, plus stopping the aerial show by the
Penguin offense in the
waning seconds of the
game. "Down around the
goal line — that's where
the Murray State defense
gets its guts. That's
where you prove you're a
man or a mouse,"
Dunaway said. "I'm not
surprised we're 3-0 right
now because we're going
to be 11-0 and the national
champions.'
'I've got a neighbor
back home, who lives two
doors down, and he goes
to Eastern (Kentucky).
He's always rubbing that
championship ring of his.
in my face and I'm determine to have one of those

this year.
Attesting to the
fierceness of the
defenses, MSU was
limited to only seven first
downs, two in the second
half. Both second half
first downs came when
senior tailback Nick
Nance broke loose on
runs of 66 and 50 yards.

MSU didn't have the only runners with success
Saturday night. A pair of
Penguins — senior Paris
Wicks and freshman
fullback Mike Hardie
combined for 222 of
Youngstown's 242 net
rushing yards. Hardie
also added a 64-yard
quick kick in the first
quarter that set MSU in
the hole early.
Linebackers enjoyed
the most profitable performances of the evening
on both sides of the line.
Youngstown's Joe
Schartner had two solos,
15 assists, one tackle for a
loss of eight yards and a
pass interception. Racer
senior Donald White
came two tackles shy of
breaking the MSU record
with 22 total tackles, plus
one sack for minus nine
yards.
Not everyone was overjoyed in the Racer dressing room following the
Ohio Valley Conference
victory. Offensive line coach Ralph
Friedgen's long face was

Haynie Thankful For Golf-Conscious Doctor
HIGH POINT, N.C.
(AP) —Some doctors are
reputed to spend a lot of
their time on the golf
course. But thanks to one
doctor in Texas, so can
Sandra Haynie.
Haynie, 38 and a 20year veteran of the
LPGA, had participated
in only 17 tournaments in

the last four years due to
chronic back problems
and several business
commitments. But she
returned to the tour this
year and capped her
comeback with a 1-stroke
victory over Judy Clark
in the inaugural $165,000
Henredon Classic
Sunday.

Murray High School
Athletic Booster Club
Meeting
Mon., Sept. 21-7 p.m.
M.H.S.Cafeteria
'Review of all sports by the coaches
'Plans for the coming year discussed
'Film of Fulton City Football game to be
shown
Al) Parents and interested supporters urged to attend

••••'
• •••

Haynie sank a short
birdie putt on the 17th
hole to finish at 7-under
par 281 on the Willow
Creek Golf Club and
capture the 40th victory
of her pro career and her
first since 1975.
Haynie . was grateful
she fcundla physician to
fix her bad back.

"It just really never got make the cut in each of
right," she said. "I found her previous events, and
a good back doctor in last month was second to
Dallas. He's really Jan Stephenson in the
responsible for getting Mary Kay Classic in
Dallas. However, the
me back into golf."
Haynie's progress triumph on the
toward Sunday's check 6,249-yard, par 72 course
for $24,750 was slow and was the pinnacle of her
steady throughout the comeback.
"Absolutely. I would
season. She managed to
consider the whole year a
comeback,"she added.
Third-round leader
Marlene Floyd, who had
received golfing tips from
her father, L.B. Lloyd,
earlier in the week, had a
final-round 74 and slipped
to third place, two strokes
behind the winner.
"I'm real 1 y
teammate Gary Ribbons disappointed, but I also
was sixth (31:11). Eddie got outplayed," Floyd
Wedderburn (14th), Rob said. "Maybe I could
Hyten (31st) and Barry have shot 72."
Attwell (37th) were the
Clark, after suffering a
other Racer scorers.
bogey at 16, rallied with a
One consolation in the birdie at No. 17 and
MSU women's finishing fin.shed at 6-under par
was the last place finish 282.
of Western Kentucky, the
"I was excited all day
only atber Ohio Valley long,'?• Clark said. "I just
Conference entry.
thought whatever
Wendy Slaton led the happens, happens."
Lady Racer runners with
Beth Daniel and Janet
a 59th place finish.
Alex finished in a tie for
Purdue won the ladies' fourth at 4-under par 284,
competition with 44 while Penny Pulz °and
points, Tennessee was se- first-round leader Kathy
cond at 77 and host Ken- McMullen both shot 73s in
tucky was third with 91. their final rounds and
MSU tallied 328.
were tied for sixth at 287

Racers Finish Third;
Lady Racers Next-ToLast In Cross Country
Results from the Kentucky Invitational Cross
Country Meet at the
University of Kentucky
during the weekend saw
teams from Murray State
finish third ( men's) and
second to last ( women's).
Eastern Kentucky won
the men's competition
with 42, 29 points better
than runner-up Indiana
with 71. MSU finished
third with 89. Host Kentucky placed fourth with
101 and Western Kentucky was fifth with 104.
Chris Bunyan led the
Racers with a fifth place
overall (30:52.2) on the
10,000 meter course and
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BLOCK-NGO! —(Above) Racer Ronald Hopkins
a direct contrast to the
smiles and jubilation in (48) soars in from his defensive back position to
block a Youngstown field goal by Paul McFadden in
the outer dressing area.
"We're stopping the third quarter. And ( below) Racer tackle Donnie
ourselves on offense," Wilson 167) Last week's Ohio Valley Conference
Friedgen said, "And it's Defensive Player of the Week, gives vocal support
irritating to try and get during a brief rest on the sidelines. Both Hopkins
something going and line and Wilson were named players Of the week by the
up wrong, or miss MSU coaching staff. —Staff photos by Jim Rector
assignments. We've got
to quit hurting ourselves
all the time."
Quarterback Gino
Gibbs was basically in
the same mood. "It seemed every time I rolled out
they (Youngstown) were
on me. I tried to pitch to
Nick (Nance) and let him
run with it as much as
possible, but they were p..
on him too."
Gibbs, OVC Offensive
Player of the Week after
the Racers' first game,
may be suffering from a
case of his reputation
preceding him. For the
night he was limited to
minus 16 yards on seven
carries. Through the air
he was seven of 16 for only 29 yards and had one
picked off.

•

-`,

Specialty teams stole
the show as MSU kicker
Jeff Lancaster booted
two of three field goals
and punter David Tuck
earned a 40.6 yard per
kick average on 10 kicks.
Youngstown used three
different kickers, who
averaged 39.5 yards per
kick despite gusting
winds of 10-18 miles per
hour.

MSU-YSU
Game Stats
Murray S1.
1 3 7 1-13
Yore:gown St.
III 3-,
Yak Wicks X net nit faded I
Met-FG Lancaster X
Mur-Nance GI Hui truck kick
you-FG McFadden 31
Muir-PC Lancaster 26
A-.3.111

"If you own a home and a
car, let me tell you about
the best insurance value
in.town."
It you own both a home aral
a car you re probably eligiCrie tor
PCP-Personai Comprehensive
Protection-trom The C,nlinental
Insurance Companies That 'means
you can pet protection for yOur
home car personal propel),
Sabel), and rnOre In a smgie
convenient policy More protection
to. your insurance dorlar

0etltas you won I see in basic
auto homeowners or baboty
cies PCP gems you tugh • on,'
CoVerage -tor yOur property ano
'labially and PCP gives you op
tons. lee drsataley income coy
erape to sue your needs

PCP gives you comprehensive
coverage-ocludong a wide ,ange

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Puns
Sacks by
Punts
Fumbles-k04
Penalties-yards

believe that PCP otte-s
the best insurance va,res
And t d
to fee you at about It
Stop m arid seer.r .o!.enea
caii soon

Holton, Melugin 8.
Haverstock Ins. Agency Inc.

4(

, 753-3415 ,-.
- -- .
206 Main, Murray
The Continental Ittsurance CoAriperaps
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SAVE!

On special split rate financing

illoy15/o
A PR finance charges for
the first 11 months

A PR finance charges for the
balance of your contract

...on purchase of any new
Case lawn/garden tractor
With Case split rate financing, an
Annual Percentage Rate (APR.)

of 10% will be applied for the first
eleven months of the contract.
On the remainder of the contract,
the A PR will be 15% Purchase
must be financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation Financing
available from 6 to 36 months
Eel..1:111!SifihlS NUN ENGINE
!
ever control lanyard
Stmee

•30- %atm moss deck

pm
Emma*of tots is% A an aro this trunone
O ase of a new Case Mem garden 'rector and mower
Cash core,? tractor and mower
OCrem payment -- cast,and cr wade,.

12 575 007

Amount to be f.naneed

V 43, 25
Lthmy

Number ot payments

643 75

Saohther deement feat"',Peen $6232
I CZ
,t2
Wel Payments lost ,t months
'
,
Monthly payment f*Malriong
25 months 1165150
total payments rernerning 2' months 9, 64000
total of payments

12 375 52

Finance charge - 1394 V
'Sete* M. as aporrcebter
assurance charges and tame fees ^or .nrc.ualed
In bus •mmple the compos.te ANNUAL PER
CENTAGE PATE e.,he',gr., me tonne,s 335

Ee„.
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easy 10 use
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HydraullIc drill,no!
- TL
chains

•

•Mechanical atiactinect
!tit min snap Fast
syster
•Fee range ,1,

Includes
3$" Mower

10 hp

8 119
Regular Price
Sale Price

51436.00
$1100.00

Regular Price

Sale Price

6"
SAVE$33

503

•

S3,015 00
S2 400 00

685°°

SAVE __$

_McKeelWalnut
Equipment Co.
—
753-3062

Prices De Not Include Attachments
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Nance's 66-yard run
that scored the Racers'
only touchdown at the
beginning of the second
period, prompted praise
from MSU running back
coach Mike Dickens.
"They kept him bottled
up almost all night long,
but I knew he'd get loose
sooner or later and I left
him in there. He's had
two good games in a row
and he won this one for
us, there's no doubt about
it," Dickens said.
One reason for Nance's
inspired play (181 yards
and one touchdown in 19
carries) was the presence
of his mother, who
traveled from her home
in Lima, Ohio, to watch
her son perform.
Gee, it.be 4-Nicgets
this raQ; up while his
mom's watching I'm going to write his mother a
letter when we play in
Akron.. Dear Mrs.
Nance, Here's your
ticket, please come to the
game and watch Nick
play. I'd even pay for the
thing out of my own
pocket," Dickens laughed.

RACER REJECTIONS — (Above) Senior defensive end Jim Dunaway (25) tackles Youngstown quarterback Jamie Devore for a loss while teammates Donnie Wilson (67) and Rodney Lofton ( 90) pursue. Looking
for the pitch from Devore is tailback Paris Wicks (24).(Below) There's no doubt about who gained possession
of this Youngstown fumble on the Racerk goal line.
—Staff photos by Jim Rector
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'Flames In The Wind'Captures Feeling For West Kentucky
A Book Review by Karl
Harrison'
Managing Editor,
Paducah Sun
Surely, Bill
Cunningham is correct.
His belief is the best
vantage point, if the
objective is to -see" the
developing spirit of west
Kentucky from yesterday
to today and tomorrow,is
in the middle of the
Interstate 24 bridge
overlooking Kentucky
Dam.
If the objective is to
capture a feeling and
possibly a renewed
appreciation for a part of
Kentucky that is not so
chronicled by histories as
is the rest of the state,
then Cunningham's book,
"Flames in the Wind," is
the proper vantage point.
The 36-year old
Commonwealth's
Attorney from Lyon

Y

County, who since his
youth has been enthralled
by words on paper, spent
three years putting
together a "profiles in
courage" collection about
men and women who
were brave against long
odds, or who helped
shape the region's future.
Without histories such as
Cunningham's, all of
them "otherwise may
have been forgotten," he
says.
The book was
introduced this spring;
the first printing of 1,000
is almost sold out and
another printing is
anticipated. Such
acceptance may lend
credence to the author's
claim that historians
have overlooked the
commonwealth's
westrern reaches and its
personalities.
In the . last of his 10
profiles - a story of
Luther Draffen, the tall,

City who foresaw the
impact of a dam on the
Tennessee River and
fought for its creation Cunningham draws tight
on the thread that
meanders through his
book from the very
beginning, where he sues
fact, legend and romance
to depict the wilderness
land through the eyes of
Tishamingo,a Chickasaw
brave of the Reelfoot era.
A motorist rolling in
1981 on 1-24 toward its
Tennessee River
passover can see all the
way back to Tishamingo,
Cunningham believes, by
driving past crossroads'
"that speak of Indians,
Civil War sympathies
and earthly folklore."
Past Pea Ridge and
Kuttawa, Black Hawk
and Confederate,
Roaring Springs and
Possum Trot,
Cunningham writes, the
motorist can see the
crumbling remains of the

our Individual quiet man from Calvert

flood era of great
waterways,the moving of
towns that gave lay to
still more water (though
peaceful now), and on
past rickety old tobacco
barns, until the big bridge
over the Tennessee looms
ahead.
The span, he writes, is
a monument not only to
Luther Draffen, but to
many ordinary men and
women whose cumulative
courage molded a land
that finallYbpulled out its
trump cards - land and
water.
Other, earlier persons
whose courage in the face
of tribulation is described
include:
Wiley P. Fowler, a wild
west settler who rose in
Salem to a judgeship and
suffered Civil War
imprisonment because he
wouldn't compromise his
convictions of duty
andjustice.
• Matthew Lyon, the
Irish immigrant whose

close association to
Thomas Jefferson
followed him to
Eddyville, the town he
helped settle, and then
back to Washington,
where he cast the decided
vote which elected his old
friend president.
Lucian Anderson, the
Mayfield congressman
who also marched to a
different _tune and faced
the wrath of an
unsympathetic majority
during the Civil War.
A. 0. Stanley, the
governor from
Henderson who stood
down a lynch mob in
Murray and fought antiGerman war hysteria
when his was one voice
against many.
Mary Lou Hollowell, a
Caldwell County farm
woman who paid in pain
and financial loss for
standing up to the
tobacco-war "Night
Riders," but persevered

and ultimately took the
legal steps that led to the
demise of the violent
raiders.

Cunningham said in a
recent interview he
Mailed picking up bits
and pieces for the book in
Iff711.
Rudy Laffoon, of
He often rose early in
Madisonville, embattled the morning at his
governor during the Kuttawa home
Depression who fought overlooking, Lake
incessantly for the one Barkley, and wrote in
thing most were against - Longhand. At other
a sales tax to match the times,during drives from
federal dollars needed to courthouse to courthouse
relieve the poor and in his judicial district, he
jobless.
dictated passages into a
Cunningham also recorder.
Much credit for the
devotes passages to
Elisha Durbin, the successful publishing and
frontier priest whose marketing of "Flames in
wilderness missions the Wind"is given by
included St. Jerome at Cunningham to his wife,
Fancy Farm; Dr. Reuben Paula. Once he
Saunders, a courageous completed the
Paducah physician who manuscript, he said, he
fought a massive announced to his wife
epidemic and developed a that she should find a
vaccine for cholera; and publisher.
"She went out, with
Ora Kress Mason of
Murray, a civic and three little boys and one
medical leader in a day on the way, and found
when women just didn't one," he said. The book
was published by the
assume such roles.

Cockrel Corporation of
Bowling Green and
maybe purchased locally
at Murray State
University Bookstore.

'Little Slip-Up'
Cost State
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A "little slip-up"
has cost the state of
Kentucky $1,256 for
changes to the state
government phone book.
The cover of the state
telephone book, normally
a rather drab affair, will,
be spiffed up this year
with a copy of the "Oh!
Kentucky" painting by
Erika Kaiser. The state
paid $1,500 for the
original oil painting for
use with the state's
campaign for advertising
tourism and crafts.
Since the state had
already purchased the
painting, it was decided
to use the painting on the
telephone book.
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Horoscope
Fnaces Drake=FOR
TUFSDAY,
SEPTEMBER
U,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

ia

ARMS
Mar.21 to Apr.19) ir,4
Solidify existing ties. Don't
get upset over trifles. Ingenuity brings domestic solutions.
Go out for good times after
dark.
TAURUS
6
7
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 1:6
Loyalty is appreciated now.
Avoid disputes with coworkers. Close friends inspire
'you. Security at borne abets
work efficiency.
GEMINI
(May21 toJune20) 1149Bypass trivial interests. Put
new work ideas into motion.
Avoid confrontations about
money and utilize your
creative energy.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Be supportive of children.
Nagging interferes with
domestic harmony. Explore
new avenues of entertainment. Shopping goes well.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) aRCZ
Relatives will appreciate
hearing from you. Let bygones
be bygones and forget past
resentments. Late afternoon
brings renewed confidence.

vutem

nruA.

(Aug.23 toSept22)
Shop for art objects. Dealings with auctioneers and appraisers are favored. A fresh
point of view helps you rise
above petty complaints.
LIBRA
(Sept.23toOct.22) AEI
Seek purchases that will
stand the test of time. Don't be
cavalier in dealing with
higher-ups. Afternoon hours
accent friendship.
,CORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nt'eV
Inwardly, you feel more
secure about a relationship.
Stifle unnecessary criticism
Be charitable in outlook and
forgiving in spirit.
SAGITTARIUS
affefr
(Nov.22 toDec. 21) "
Behind-the-scenes support
gratifies you. Do further
research into business concerns. Make contact with distantfriends after dark.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan. 19) Vila
A friend returns a favor.
Business and personal life
needn't conflict. Straighten
out minor differences. New
contacts are stimulating.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.?A to Feb.18)
Consult with a trusted adviser. Don't gloss over details
on the job. Originality brings
notice from higher-ups. Enjoy
togetherness.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)Qr
A conservative outlook aids
you in business. Avoid
speculative moves. Expect
pleasant news from a
distance. Keep accounts in
order.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both practical and visionary,
but sometimes have difficulty
reccmciling these qualities.
You'll fare best when your
work is a reflection of your
Ideals. You work well for a
cause you believe in, and are
concerned about the general
welfare. Forgo a tendency to
be chill:al and 1earn to rely
more on your intuition. You
may be e.pecially talented in
the fieiAs of art, music and
sculpture. Science, engineering, architecture, law,
teaching and acting may also
appeal to you. Birthdate of:
Pauli Muni, aOtor; Micliset
Iraraday, physicist; and Ingoner Joivineson, boxer.

WE'LL OPEN YOUR EYES TO TOMORROW TODAY'
Introducing RCA's latest and best home video line To celebrate this
exciting introduction we are offering super values on everything from
ColorTrak TV to the new RCA VideoDisc System Come in during this
big event and take home RCA's best at big savings during RCA Video
Expo Days. Offers end October 25. 1981

PFR 100R

GET $150

SFT100

for your old Color TV when you
buy RCA's new 50" diagonal
Projection Color TV. Includes
remote control, one-button
automatic color, automatic fine
tuning and more.

GFR698

GET $60
for,your old Color TV when you
buy any new 1982 RCA ColorTrak
25" diagonal TV with ChanneLock
Keyboard Control. Choose from
11 models, all with the quality and
performance features of RCA
ColorTrak.

Buy an RCA SelectaVision

5TPPrPfK

VIDEODISC PLAYER
and get a

plus a

$50-BONUSA

10-DAY

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE """"'""
Ask for details

Watch what you want, when you want, right on
your own TV ...on records! RCA VideoDisc lets
you enjoy movies, sports, concerts, children's
shows and much more! And if you buy an RCA
VideoDisc Player now, you get a $50 bonus
direct from RCA, plus a 10-day money-back
guarantee!
Regular
Less Introductory Bonus
Your Final Cost

GFr.163R

for your old Color TV when you buy any
new 1982 RCA ColorTrak 25" diagonal TV
with remote control. Choose from 23
models, including advanced RCA ColorTrak
-2000 sets with infrared remote control and
multi-band cable-ready tuning.

RCA
SelectaVision

$499
50
$449

RCA Convertible SelectaVision

Use it outside as a portable, inside as a table
model. Get 6-hour recording, 14-day programming,
special effects, remote control and more.

OVER $100
IN BONUS
COUPONS
Buy an eligible RCA SelectsWision VCR and
receive a Bonus Coupon Book good for
five FREE 6-hour video cassettes
plus big discounts on SelectWision
VCR acclories
plus a $50
coupon on RCA's deluxe
CCO1 color camera.

5-1

vFT850
VFP170

RCA's top-of-the-line!
Featuring 6-hour recording, 14day programming, high speed

picture search and special
effects. Plus fuftriunction
wireless remote control.
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Organic Farms Not Easy To Find
URBANA, Ill. (AP) —
In the Midwest, where
chemicals helped make
corn the king, it isn't easy
to track down an organic
farm.
But organic farms do
exist amid the rolling
fields of Iowa and the flat,
rich acres of Indiana.
It is also difficult for
organic farmers to find
workers they can afford.
But such people also
exist, and a young

botanist named Mark
Boudreau has founded an
organization to bring the
two together. It's called
Sativa, a botanical term
meaning "cultivated" or
"sown."
"The situation is room
dna board in exchange
for work on the farm,"
said Boudreau. "The
length of stay can range
from a weekend to an
entire summer —
whatever the worker and

Plan for
profit
financing.
PART OF OUR PHILOSOPHY AS A LENDER.
Ni.big pat of oer philosophy as a lender. We're
the Production Credit. Association — specialists in
ogricultere credit. Our Plan for profit financing is
really on umbrella theme for several different financing plans offered by PCA. A PCA financing plan is
%tailored to the best interests of ow customers — borrowing money to make money!
Our PCA loan officers know and understand the
special financial needs of today's agriclulture. They
will work with you to help make your goals a reality.
PCA. . . offering the financing pions you need to
make o profit.

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North
753-5602
•":".--....1,...",C\--N.-N--\--"....-"\--••--ss."....-N=1.."•••=s2,...-•••."•\=`,..."\--\--`,"\--N.."‘",..."\--,...-\--\--,Cs..."\:`...

KEEP'E
GROWING

WITH PURINA AND
BUCHANANA FEED

5-1 Grower

7.001.
7.25

LB.

Fiberglass
Building Panels
From
c A Foot

O

Buchanan

PURINA
CHOWS

Feed & Seed
753-5378 Industrial Rd. Murray

Anhydrous ammonia
can be an excellent way
of improving the protein
content of corn silage at a
very reasonable cost to
the cattle producer.
Recently, anhydrous
ammonia has been used
successfully by several
farmers in Kentucky to
improve the protein content and keeping qualities
of silage, according to
Gary T. Lane, Extension
dairy nutrition speciatist
at the University of Kentucky College of
Agricultute.
"Corn silage is basically an energy feed," Lane
said. Feed supplements
are used in corn silage
because of the low concentrations of calcium,
phosphorus and protein
Sources which supply
ammonia are called nonprotein nitrogen and contribute to the crude protein content of a ration.
Anydrous ammonia, containing 82 percent
nitrogen, is one of the
cheapest forms of nonprotein nitrogen. "In
general," said Lane,"the
.cost of increasing the
protein value of corn
silage with ammonia will
be about one third the
cost of using soybean
meal."
Anhydrous ammonia
added to silage at a rate
of seven pounds per ton,
as the silage is blown into
the silo, improve.4 the
crude protein content an
average eight percent to
12 percent,he said.
Cattle can utilize some
nonprotein nitrogen, such

Stubblefield Jerseys,
Murray, will be an exhibitor at the 1981 North
American International
Livestock Exposition, according to Harold
Workman, manager of
the expo. Workman said
Stubblefield Jerseys has
entered for head of dairy
for competition at the
North American International, an event which
will take place during
Nov. 7-21 in Louisville.
The NAILE will be held
at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center.
The North American.
International Livestock
Exposition is entering its
eighth consecutive year
this season, and those
who compete will vie for
$300,000 in total
premiums and awards,
an increase of $75,000
over previous years. Beef
cattle, dairy cattle,
swine,quarter horses and
sheep will be shown during the two-week exposition. Workman said entries this year promise to
break the show record at
12,500 or more.
Livestock activities
this year will include five
major dairy shows; three
national beef shows and
open shows for 13 other
beef breeds; five national
sheep shows and open
shows for six other sheep
breeds; AQHA-, NCHAand NRHA-approved
quarter horse events and
open quarter horse show;
a purebred swine show
and market hog show;
junior steer show; feeder
calf show and sale; junor
market lamb show; and
25 major sales for all
species.
In addition to the extensive number of livestock
which will be at the
NAILE, Workman has
confirmed that the Great
Lakes Circuit Finals

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Rodeo, school tours, a
country music band contest, children's barnyardand an extensive variety
of other events will be
featured.
The large agri-products
exhibit section will include western wear,
jewelry livestock grooming supplies and much
more. A new attraction
this year will be the AllKentucky Products Show
offering home-made Kentucky crafts and fine Kentucky foods.

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
ti u

Farmer's Air Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res. 753-1746

Off 489 221P

ENDS SEPT. 26!
Only 8 More Days
to take advantage of

GREAT VALUES,
BIG SAVINGS

Over
&MEM MIA 100 Items
In Stock
On
I
air
Sale
"Swinger" Steel Panel Gates
12-h.(No.P0-512)

14-a:(No.P0-514)

B-660
MULTI
runeow
Gas•111
I lb ei

113
Min I
Multi-Purpose
Grease

954

$3550
'3920

Whoa. thb•

ease of 20
.
82r
Ow 8-660 harass. Arley
of lubncabon Fobs around
fano and norm

753-1423

- %not welded construcbon givos yews of fust.fris. sad
fred Pertain" afentfce Galverszed 4.1? 1.911

Murray, K .

Industrial

nofinance
charges
for 11 months
Buy one of our new Case farm tractors now. . .
finance it through J I Case Credit Corporation . . and
finance charges will be waived for eleven(11) months
from date of purchase.

OR

Coo.%Name
'

choosea Case cash rebate ...

If you would rather have a cash rebate and you buy-any of our new
Case will send you a check
Case farm tractors listed on the chart
lpr the dollar amount shown on the chart for the model you buy
Rebate maY be applied toward your down payment NOTE Government Agencies Departments do not qualify for rebates

1101 12111 1315.
1101
MO,2210
2310. 2110
4410. 4515.505

$1700
$3500
$4500
S7000

Waiver offinance charges on used farm tractors.

t-

•

t

1166

Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

McKeel Equipment Co.

Collewey

753-7862

LAND BANK
oir4Iforvik7/e/

753-3404

Harren'sFan's& No..Supply
mlete Porno gepply Were
Comity's Cop
Hwy.94 Z.

convention in Louisville
Dec. 10 and 11.
Ky. Farm Bureau also
offers five $1,000
scholarship each year.
Scholarship applications
may be picked up at the
Farm Bureau office.

Southern 'States

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

$5.00

You lust tiint
... end thiry'ri SA

Stubblefields
Will Show At Expo

California in January.
The county contest is
set for Oct. 6. District
contests will be held at
Kentucky Dam Village
Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. The state
contests will be held
during the state

Offers valid September 1 thru October 31. 1981

Work
Clothes
Khaki Pants & Shirts
Insulated
TUF-NUT
Coveralls
I ji\
WEAR
WESTERN
.
Vests•Jackets Iltiron•inbor: For ridlionthistat
t
l
e
rir
i
•.

as anhydrous ammonia.
When feed consumed by
the cow enters the rumen
(the largest of the four
compartmental stomachs
of cattle), bacteria and
other microorganisms
there begin to digest it.
Then the nonprotein
nitrogen is converted to a
useable protein source to
the animal.
Anhydrous ammonia
provides several advantages besides cost
savings. It prolongs
silage fermentation,
which results in an increase in lactic acid and
possibly feed efficiency,
Lane said.
Because if also is a potent mold and yeast inhibitor, treated silage is
usually less moldy and
more platable to the
cattle. Treatment also
reduces heat production
in the silo to help silage
retain more valuable
nutrients.
The silage must • be
harvested in the range of
60-70 percent moisture
content for the most efficient use of nitrogen,
Lane said. Because ammonia attaches to water,
it is distributed evenly
throughout the silage.

To promote youthre be by personal interview
involvement in county and also by interviewed
farm bureau activities on-stage judging. Each
and to recognize their district winner will
leadership, achievements receive a $50 award and
and awards in their each state contestant will
homes, schools, and receive luggage with the
communities Kentucky winner receiving a
Farm Bureau Women complete set of luggage,
sponsor several contests trip to Washington D. C.
each year. Interested and a $1,000 scholarship. ,
young people are
The talent contest is
encouraged to participate divided into two groups,
and may inquire by age 10-16 and age 17-30.
calling Martha Broach, Professional entertainers
Chairman of Calloway are not eligible to
County Farm Bureau participate. District
Women,at 753-4703 or 489- winners in each division
2148.
will receive $50 with a
The King and Queen cash award also on the
contestants must be a state level. The winner in
member of a farm bureau the 17-30 age group will be
family and must be given an opportunity to
between the ages of 15-19 attend the National
by Dec. 10. Judging will Convention to be held in

finance it through J I Case Credit
Buy one of our used farm tractors, any make
and finance charges will be waived date of purchase until March 1 1982
Corporation

50 Lbs. Gypsum $2.29 Bag
Chain Saw Bar Oil $3.95 Gal.
Western Hats
* Hats *Boots
*Jeans *Jackets
*Shirts

to plant and harvest,feed
or milk animals, scoop
manure, repair buildings
and equipment, clear
land, cook and can fruit
and vegetables or sell
produce at local markets.
Living conditions at the
13 Illinois organic farms
differ.
One near Anna
advertises "no hot water
or indoor toilet." Another
at Rushville encourages
"natural medicinal
practices, alternatives to
present-day birth
experiences, child raising
and education." One at
Freeport promises a
"large brick house with
adequate space for
workers," and another at
Cobden encourages
workers to "bring
musical instruments"
and pledges to "help
workers start slow
process of searching for
land in area."
Some farmers are
vegetarians; others
discourage the use of
alcohol and tobacco;
many welcome
handicapped workers or
those with children.
Unlike the highly
specialized farms typical
of the Cornbelt, organic
farms are diversified. Farmers usually produce
fruit, vegetables and
grain, and raise meat or
dairy animals. Some
have bees for honey and
maple trees for syrup.

Anhydrous Ammonia
To Improve Protein

We're Agriculture's
Leading Lending Hand
Let's Talk!

7-1 Finisher

the grower want."
Boudreau, a recent
graduate of the
University of Illinois, had
worked on organic farms
in Britain while studying
there. When he returned
to the United States in
1979, he patterned Sativa
after a group that
arranged his farm jobs in
Britain.
"It's very diffccult to
find experience,"
Boudreau said. "If you're
interested in organic
agriculture, it's even
difficult to get a formal
education in it." Organic
farmers eschew the use
of chemical pesticides
and artificial fertilizers.
Sativa has placed about
300 workers on 50 organic
farms in Illinois, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana,
Missouri and Minnesota.
Farm owners and
workers pay $8 a year for
the service.
"The idea is to
immerse the workers in
the environment of an
organic farm and have
them become part of the
family," said Boudreau,
who also runs an organic
gardening program for
the city of Urbana.
The organic farms
range from tiny
vegetable and berry
patches to* large cash
grain operations.
Workers might be asked

Youth Contest Scheduled

503 Walnut — 753 3062

Murray,Ky.
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Official Dismisses Graham Cover-Up
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
(AP) — An Illinois official has dismissed the
idea of a cover-up in the
wake of the death of
murder suspect Clyde
Daniel Graham,and calls
contradictory autopsy
findings a professional
difference of opinion.
James Zagel, director
of Law Enforcement in Illinois, was reacting to a
report by Kentucky Attorney General Steven
Beshear on the shooting
deaths of Kentucky State
Police Trooper Eddie
Harris and his suspected
assailant, Graham.
Graham was accused
of killing Harris in LaRue
County, Ky., in
November 1979. A month
later Kentucky State
Police Sgt. Eugene Coffey shot Graham as Kentucky and Rlinois state

One Jailed
In Motel
Incident
Murray City Police jailed one man Sunday night
and cited four other Marshall Countians for
unlawful transactions
with a minor, a class A
misdemeanor.
Captain Martin Wells,
said officer Dean Alexander was tipped off by
an informant that a
runaway juvenile was in
a room at Eagle Inn with
several others.
Police then went to the
motel and found the
group. Malcolm Rhodes
was jailed and charged
with the unlawful transactions - charge and
public intoxication. He
was taken from the motel
to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where he
was treated and then
released to police. Cited
were Noel . Boaz, Sharon
Reed, Bonnie Reed, Norma E. Fox.
All of the defendants
are scheduled to appear
in district court on October 5 at 9 a.m.

police tried to arrest him
at an Effingham, Ill.,
motel. Coffey died of a
heart attack last October.
Beshear's report contradicted autopsy findings by Effingham
pathologist Dr. Ernest
Frank that Graham had
been shot twice in front of
the body. The attorney
general's investigation
said the Grahatn was shot
once in the chest and once
in the back by Coffey.
Calling the autopsy differences a difference of
opinion, Zagel dismissed
the idea of a cover-up by
Frank for Dr. R.R.
Lystila, the Effingham
coroner at the time of the
shooting.
"I do not read the attorney general's report
as accusing them of some
criminal misconduct,”
Zagel said. "What you're
saying is they did such a
terrible job, he (Beshear)
characterizes it either as
a cover-up or gross
incompetence."
He said the contention
that Graham was obviously shot in the back
"a conflict of opinion between the pathologist in
Effingham and the two
pathologists with the attorney general of
Kentucky."
Zagel said he "has no
reason to doubt the
credentials of any of the
three."
Donald Sanders, who
heads the Illinois State
Police Bureau of
Criminal Lnvestigation
office in Effingham, said
after viewing the pictures
that he didn't believe
Graham was shot in the
back.
"I told my boss he
wasn't shot in the back,
and I don't lie to my
boss," he said. "In my
opinion, he wasn't."
Anci Paul Oliver, an
emergency medical
technician called to the
motel after the shooting,
said he thought Graham
was shot in the back once.
He said he never followed
up on the shooting

because he never read
the autopsy report or
testified at the coroner's
inquest.
Beshear said he hasn't
received any official
word from Illinois
officials since sending
them the report.
"If that is the attitude
that at least some of them
are taking, I'm
extremely disappointed,"
he said.
Beshear said two
pathologists who did the
autopsy for his office
could tell that Graham
had been shot in the back.
"And every layman
that I know who has seen
the pictures has
concluded the same
thing," he said. "And I
don't see where they're
coming up with any room
for doubt."
Zagel said his primary
concern was finding a Tshirt Graham was
wearing at the time of the
shooting. He said he is
"trying to track down
precisely what happened
to the shirt, although I

WASHINGTON(AP) —
A new biography by a
Pulitzer Prize-winning
author says that Lyndon
Johnson "did not hesitate
to use the powers of the
presidency...with utter
ruthlessness" to further
his own business interests
and earlier had accepted
envelopes of cash while
he was vice president.
-For years, men came
into Lyndon Johnson's
office and handed him
envelopes stuffed with
cash," author Robert A.
Caro writes in "The
Years of Lyndon
Johnson."
Caro won a Pulitzer
Prize in 1975 for his
biography of Robert
Moses, a former New
York city and state
official who died earlier
this year. The first of
three volumes in the new
biography of Johnson is
to be published next year.
Excerpts appear as an
article in the October
issue of The Atlantic
Monthly.
Johnson, who died in
1973, was raised to power
first in the House of
Representatives and then
as a U.S.senator from
Texas by the emerging
oil, gas, sulfur, defense
and space industries of
the Southwest,Caro says.
-They didn't stop

Each Day We
Different Color Car Free - with
Fill-Up: •
EXAMPLE
Monday green al I green cars will be washed free
with filluo all day Monday

THURS.-BLUE

SAT. LACK
OR BROWN

FRI.-WHITE

AMOCO CAR WASH
1 102 Chestnut

753-1331

.e
1

Hog'Market

TUES.-SILVER

WED.
RED OR YELLOW

Federal-State Market News Service September 21, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipts: act. 972 Est. 400 Barrows &
fully 25e higher sows
steady to $1.001higher
US 1-2 2210-240 lbs... . $49.25-49.75
200-210 lbs
648.25-49.25
US 2 210-250 lbs
549.00-49.50
US 2-3 250-270 lbs
548.00-49.00
Sows
US 1-3 270-350 lbs
540.00-42.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
541.00-45.00
US 1-3 5450-500 lbs.. . $45.00-49.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
549.00-.50.50
US 2-3300-500 lbs.
540.00-41.00
Boars $34.00-36.00

7
9%
0A—

COLOR
+ • COMPUTER
OYSTICK BONUS!
Buy a IRS-SO Color
Computer and Get
A $24.95 Pair of
Joysticks at No
Extra Charge!

$399
Tv not included

A DIVISION Of

T

CORPORATION

GRAND RIVERS, Ky. one was on March. The maintenance work to get show we can outlast them
(AP) — Five days a union has filed an unfair the dock ready for now," Rowland said. "I'll
week, David Fox goes out labor practices suit with operation again. probably start fishing
to the small coal-loading the National Labor Kinsolving promises to again in a week or two
dock along the Kentucky Relations Board.
load coal again soon. until it gets too cold. If I
Lake,just as he has for 30
The months dragged "But we are not going to can get a deer, I'll be all
years.
on. A tent at the entrance settle with the union," he right. We've made it
through two winters, I
But he does not travel to the dock was replaced promises.
the winding gravel road by the shack. David Fox
Kinsolving won't guess we can make it
which leads to the dock. and the others still had discuss the strike through another one.
Instead, he spends his families to support and situation. He refers
"You know, I've
eight hours sitting around the $100 a week from the questions to an attorney. learned a lot from this,"
a tiny white shack union didn't make ends But union organizer he mused. "I think I can
wondering about his meet.
Steve Earls said he make it on my own doing
future.
Larry Rowland, 39, has cannot determine who anything now. You learn
Fox and the nine other worked at the dock for 13 owns the dock. Earls said to take care of your own
men at the dock have years. He was- the attorney Kinsolving after awhile.
been on strike since Jan. taking home about $200 a referred to knows nothing
"I guess we're in for
21, 1980.
the duration," he says
week when the strike about the matter.
He will be 60 next started. He is proud of the
The strike has become with a sad laugh."Maybe
month. He knows his best work he did at the dock. a battle of wills.
for starvation."
working years are behind "We could load 80 barges The unionization at
him. He has given the in a week," he boasts.
the dock is the only
best years of his life to the
Since the strike, successful organizing Industrial Average
-4.38
Badgett Terminal Corp. Rowland has done effort the UMW has had Air Products
3%-%
American Motors
And now he feels carpentry work, in several years. The Ashland
30%-1'4
betrayed.
commercial fishing, reputation of the union is American Telephone 5614 unc
43'. unc
Chrysler
"You give a company logging, anything to at stake.
Ford
19%-%
most of your life," Fox make ends meet. The
Kinsolving pledges that GA F.
•.1244-4
24-%
General
=es
said. "You do everything union has kept up his the dock will load coal
General
for them." With a small insurance payments.
without
again soon. But
341
/
2-/
1
4
General Tire
shake of his head, he
Things changed in the union. "We are going Goodrich
17% unc
admits, "You know, it August when Badger to operate without the Goodyear
Gulf Oil
34 unc
gets next to you claims he sold the dock to union, just as in the Heublein
27% unc.
5314-14
I.B.M.
sometimes."
Grand Rivers Terminal past," he said.
20%b.2014a
Jerico
It was back in Corp. "Badgett Terminal
Meanwhile, 10 men Kmart
;11131;%
30%-%
December 1979 when the Corp. is no longer take turns on the picket Pennwalt
3214+14
Quaker
Oats
coming even when the 10 men who worked at operating the dock," line near the road down to Texaco
34% unc
4214+14
office in which he sat was Badgett Terminal voted Badger said. "We have the dock. Someone tried U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
1314-14
to burn down their shack C.E.F.
the office of the vice to Join the United Mine nothing to do with it."
Fund
18.05
He refuses to discuss a few weeks ago. They
president of the United Workers. Unionization
never
come
up
had
further.
the matter
know another winter is
States," the article says.
Tony Kinsolving, now fast approaching and
"Fifty thousand dollars, before. Old Mr. Badgett,
The female mosquito
in hundred-dollar bills in who ran the dock for the supervisor at the part-time work is hard to
can
fly faster and lives
always
paid
a
years
had
hired
four
dock,
has
find.
sealed envelopes, was
laborers who are doing "I think we all want to longer than the male.
what one oil lobbyist for good wage.
There were never a lot
one oil company.testifed
that he brought to of benefits working at the
Johnson's office during dock. Everyone got% one
his term as vice. week vacation. There
was no insurance. But the
president."
There was no answer old man always paid a
Sunday at a telephone nickel more an hour than
listed in Caro's name. the plants in the area just
The Washington Post, to keep the union out.
But the old man died in
however, said Caro told
the newspaper "the 1973. His son-in-law, C.W.
$50,000 incident referred Badger,took over.
"I've only got two
to lobbyist Claude C. Wild
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Jr., who had testified in a raises since Mr. Badgett
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
case brought by the died," Fox remembers.
just
"Somehow,
things
it comes to your eyes. In fact, we take extra
Securities and Exchange
since
he
work
out
didn't
Commission against Gulf
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
Oil in the mid-1970s about died."
lenses to convert your prescription into the
Job conditions
a Gulf Oil slush fund.
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
Some
of
the
Caro said he thought the deteriorated.
felt
they
men
anywhere. And that could make a lot
younger
available
transaction occurred in
had to do something.
1963."
of things look better to you.
In 1975, former Gulf They decided to join a
For a free copy of our booklet, "Extra steps
attorney Thomas D. union.
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
David Fox had never
Wright testified in a
or call 753-0422.
deposition that Wild told belonged to a union in his
him he delivered $50,000 life. But making a living
to Johnson in either 1960 was tough at the dock
or 1961, shortly after now. And he went along.
"There are only 10
Johnson was elected vice
men," Fox said. "We
president.
The Post said its files didn't figure we'd be out
report tht Wild said he that long."
At first, there were
gave $50,000 to a Johnson
aide while Johnson was meetings between
Ai want )ou to shine
still a senator. Johnson Badger and union
But
those
officials.
was elected vice
president in November, became fewer and
farther between. The last
1960.
When Johnson became
president in 1963 after
John F. Kennedy was
assassinated, his aides
were quoted as saying
estimates putting his
wealth at $14 million were
too high. "Privately,
some now admit that it
was far too low," Caro
says.
Though Johnson
announced he was putting
all his business affairs in
a blind trust while we was
president, he had private
phone lines installed in
GDIEALOGY
BRIDGE (Advenced)
the Oval Office to confer
Dorothy Byrn, Instructor
Alma Tracy, kednatar '
with Texas attorneys who
Want to trace your family tree? Learn how and where Course designed to emphasize more sophisticated
administered the trust,
to find records including census, court house, and points of the game. The course will review fundamenthe excerpts say.
military recrods. Introduction to genealogical
tals, bidding, slam bidding, opening leads, and defenHarry C. McPherson, a
literature and requirements for national socieities.
sive signals. Students will bid and play set hand
Washington lawyer who
Assistance on your family chart and writing family
designed to illustrate these aspects of the game.
was a special assistant
history.
Limited to 18 students.
and White House counsel
Mondays, Oct.5-November 23
4:30-6:00p.m. Tuesdays, October 6-November 17
7-9 p.m
to Johnson, said Sunday
(No Class October 19)
1704 Ryan Avenue
he had no knowledge of
Pogue Library
Seven Sessions
the private telephone
Seven Sessions
S16.00
setup or JOhnson's
BRIDGE (Beginaieg)
business dealings while
Men Tracy, lastniclar
he was president.
Bridge is a relaxing and stimulating hobby, a moral

Stock Market

Southern Optical would like
to make the world_
look better to you.

goutkea
oPtitat

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
FALL 1981
Non-Credit Special Interest Classes

ANTIPERSPIRANTS

Play exciting Color Computer games
on your own TV'Plug in a Program Pak
to conquer dinosaurs, battle star Ships
play chess, track investments teach
math and more Learn to program— our
beginner's manual makes it easy With
41( memory, lust $399 including the
bonus jOystickso

Only

Striking Grand Rivers
Dockworkers Staying Put

Johnson Furthered
Interests, Book Claims

What Color's
Car
YourWill
Wash A

M04.-GREEN

don't know that I'm going
to be any more successful
in that than the attorney
general in Kentucky
was," he said.
Kentucky officials
wanted the T-shirt to
check for gundpowder
markings.
The report also questioned why Illinois officials didn't turn over
pictures of Graham when
they first visited Illinois.
The pictures were later
mailed to the Kentucky
State Police Crime
Laboratory.
"I don't know that if
happened," saidnZagel.
"Kentucky officials came
to • this office three
times...The recollection
of everybody here is that
we showed them the entire file."
State's Attorney K.
Rick Keller, the local prosecutor in Effingham,
will decide whether to
conduct any criminal inquiry in the case.
Zagel said Keller hasn't
indicated if he will investigate the matter.

CHAAG(

IMPOS S

roots)

SEE IT AT YOUR NEARkST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
PARTICIPATING DEALER
-

PRICES MAY VARY AT INO/VIOUAL STORES AND

DEALERS

DEODORANTS
NEW YORK (AP) —
Antiperspirants usually
contain aluminum
compounds proven
effective in cutting down
perspiration. Deodorants
contain perfumes and
other solutions designed
to mask odor.
Most good
antiperspirants are_ a
combination of ,Doth
Read the label which
discloses the contents and
offers instructions for
proper use, says the
Aerosol Packaging
Council.

teacher. Learn the fundamentals of bidding and playing bridge. Students will bid and play set hands designed to illustrate the aspects of the game. Limited to 18
Students.
7-9 p.m.
Mondays, October 5-November 23
1704 Ryan Ave.
822.00
Eight sessions

BALLROOM DANCING

Crag Thsrma, hatreds'
Have fun and build confidence by learning how to

dance. Shlowpancing, fast dancing and latin dancing
will be taught. This class not limited to couples.
Mondays, October 5-November 7
7:30-9 p.m.
Stewart Stadium, Room 228
Five sessions
825.00 per person

Oper classes to begin in October include: BEGINNING MARATHON I NG,FINANCIAL PLANNING
IN THE EIGHTIES, GETTING TO KNOW YOURSELF, BEGINNING GUITAR, LOW CALORIE
COOKING, SECURITIES AND INVESTING + HOW IT AFFECTS YOU, SELECTING OR
CHANGING YOUR CAREER, THE BOOK OF PSALMS,TOLE AND DECORATIVE PANTING,
PUBLICITY%PUBLIC RELATIONS TECHNIQUES FOR THE ORGANIZATION, SMALL _
BUSINES,S UNDERSTANDING SELF AND OTHERS IN THE WORK SETTING,DANCAEROBICS.
4"

•

REGISTRATION IS EASY .Simply call (502) 762-2716 Or 762-4229 or send your name, address,
home and business telephone number and the rigistration fee to the Office of
ConferencesdAD
Continuing Education, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Economics Added To Three R's Of Education
An "E" for economics many of the nation's teachers responding to a
recent survey of public
has been added to the classrooms,
Almost half of the and private junior and
three R's as a basic m

More Cuts

MERRILL HARTSON $16 billion Ifrom their
budgets in th new fiscal
AP Labor Writer
ye,F
g Oct. 1,
WASHINGTON(AP) — and co
tives in the
Organized labor is House and the Senate are
seeking to parlay the pushing legislation that
solidarity of mass would threaten many
resistance into tough organized labor sacred
grassroots lobbying to cows.
reverse Reagan
Thomas R. Donahue,
administration budget second-in-command at
slashing and the 15-million-member
congressional agitation AFL-CIO, said
for an overhaul of laws Saturday's massive
governing union activity. protest will breath new
After luring more than life into the resistance
a quarter million people movement.
to the nation's capital to
Rep. Claude Pepper, Dsend a "Solidarity Day" Fla., venerable chairman
message of defiance to of the House Committee
President Reagan and on Aging, agreed. "A
Capitol Hill, the AFL-CIO good deal of Republicans
and its allies in the civil on the Hill are saying
rights movement now they don't want to go
face a second wave of along with these
spending cuts for social additional cuts," Pepper
programs.
said. "I think you're
Reagan wants federal going to find that the
departments and people who resent the
agencies to slash another cuts being Made

appreciate someone
standing up and speaking
out for them."
A jubilant Donahue,
reflecting on the weekend
march and protest rally,
said the show of unity
marks a new beginning in
labor's struggle to
protect a half century of
gains.
As did the civil rights
march of 1963, he said,
the Solidarity Day protest
marked a historic
moment for those
opposed to deep cuts in
domestic spending.
Donahue said the real
significance of the 1963
march -was in how it
affected people
emotionally, how it
energized them,
mobilized them around
the country," tilting
public opinion in favor of
landmark civil rights
legislation.
"Does this mean
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Cricket
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Butane Lighter
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Machine Washable, Tumble Dry.

Coffee Time
Mug Holder
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Home And
Garden
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Boys Or Girls Boxer Jeans

V141

2 door, orange with tan vinyl top, tan
vinyl interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditoning, tilt wheel,
am/fm, rally wheels, 44,xxx miles.
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Strohecker came to the
Murray campus in 1972
from Spalding College in
Louisville where he was
chairman of the
Graduate Department of
Library Science.

KRIM THAT GRZAT
GM SMILING WITH
=NUM GM PARTS.

CaNtRAL k*OltAis

Getting settled
made simple.

During the Big K
conversion to Wal-Mart
you'll see changes
daily like more
selection, more quality
and new merchandise.
Right now you'll see
more savings storewide
on thousands of
name brandsevery day!

1.11RIAI

also will become a voting
member of the Kentucky
Library Association's
board, of which he was
chairman as president of
the association three
years ago.
Prior to his election to
the council, he had served
as chairman of the
Intellectual Freedom
Committee of the
Southeastern Library
Association.

GM EMAAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

the last three months.
Roughly 90 percent said
the students also had
talked about the value of
the dollar, interest rates,
recession and
unemployment.
—On most subjects,
newspapers were the
source of information for
more teachers than any
other item. Seventy
percent or more said they
turned to the papers to
learn about labor
problems, inflation,
recession, interest rates,
unemployment, interest
rates, stocks and bonds
and the value of the
dollar.

I

MSU Library Dean
Elected Representative

753-2617

study include:
-The subjects most
often taught are supply
and demand, the
monetary and banking
system, the free
enterprise system,
government controls and
regulation of the
economy, current
economic issues,
business cycles and
activities, comparative
economic systems, the
production of goods and
consumerism.
—Almost every teacher
— 98 percent of those
surveyed — said inflation
had been a topic of
classroom discussion in

Z
.

Corp., of which Hammer
is chairman of the board
and chief executive
officer.
Hammer's collection,
"Five Centuries of
Masterpieces," spans all
major movements of
European art and also
includes works ranging
from a Gilbert Stuart
portrait of George
'Washington to a new
addition to the collection,
Andrew Wyeth's
"Daydream," a tempera
on wood.
Other artists
represented include
Rembrandt, Rubens,
Goya, Monet, Renoir,
Cezanne, Degas, van
Gogh, Durer,
Michelangelo and
Modigliani.
Two new additions
which will be exhibited
for the first time with the
Hammer collection are
"Portrait of Alice
Legouve," by Edouard
Manet and "Flowers in
the Sunlight," by James
Ensor.
The exhibition will be
free and open to the
public. Museum hours
and additional details
concerning the exhibit
will be announced at a
later time.

Dr. Edwin C.
Strohecker, dean of
libraries and chairman of
the Department of
Library Science at
Murray State University,
recently was elected by
the Kentucky Library
Association membership
as its representative to
the American Library
Association Council.
The appointment is a
four-year one, and
involves participation in
the policy-making and
governing body of the
35 , 000-member
organization.
As the state
association's chapter
councilor, Strohecger

Fairleigh Dickinson
University in New
Jersey, concludes that:
"Economics is
approaching the status of
a mainstream course of
study in America's junior
and senior high schools."
Clark and Ms. Barron
said that about a decade
ago, only 25 percent of all
high school students took
an economics course.
Those students who did
study economics, tended
to be the college-bound,
the "academically elite."
Today, Ms. Barron and
Clark said, economics is
-available to virtually all
students on many
different levels."
Twenty-three states
mandate some type of
economics education for
students.
The amount of study
required and the content
of the economics classes
vary widely. Nearly half
of the teachers said they
stressed both theoretical
and practical economics
in their classes, but over
one-third said the biggest
emphasis was on "how
to" information.
Other findings of the

Well Mart Sells for less•Wal
Wal Mart Sells for less • Wal Mart Sells for less •

UK First College
To Display Art
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The University of
Kentucky will be the first
college in the country to
exhibit Dr. Armand
Hammer's extensive art
collection, which contains
more than 100 major
works from the
Renaissance to the 20th
century.
Hammer's exhibiton
will be shown at the UK
Art Museum from Nov. 17
through the Christmas
holiday.
"The Armand Hammer
collection is one of the
most significant
private-art collections in
existence," said
University of Kentucky
President Dr. Otis
Singletary in a news
release, "and we are
delighted to be the first
university in the country
to have the exhibit."
"Much of the credit for
bringing the collection to
Kentucky must go to
Governor and Mrs.(John
Y.) Brown, who have had
Dr. Hammer as their
guest in Kentucky on
several occasions," he
said.
The exhibit will be
funded by the Armand
Hammer Foundation and
Occidental Petroleum

something will happen in
Congress? Sure, it does,P
he said.
Donahue said the rally
sent an important
message to Reagan and
to members of Congress,
who "heard from the
folks back home ... that
they do support a just and
humane society."
The labornfederation is
following up the march
with intensive lobbying at
both the national and
grassroots levels. But
John Sheehan, chief
lobbyist for the United
Steel Workers of
America, said the goal is
much broader.
"It's not intended to get
a bill passed or a bill
defeated," he said. 'this
is the start of political
activism" aimed at the
congressional elections of
1982 and the presidential
contest two years
afterward.

additional 39 percent said
it was available as an
elective.
Teachers said topics
like inflation, the value of
the dollar and interest
rates are regular
subjects for discussion.
Students are learning
about things like supply
and demand, the banking
system and the consumer
movement. And they are
looking at ways to use
their knowledge in the
marketplace.
The survey was
conducted by the polling
firm of Yankelovich,
Skelly and White Inc.,
and covered a selected
sample of 500 schools
across the country. It was
underwritten by Phillips
Petroleum and is being
distributed by the Joint
Council on Economic
Education, a nonprofit
organization in New York
City which works to
improve and expand the
teaching of economics.
A summary of the
survey findings,
prepared jointly by
Deborah Barron of
Yankelovich, Skelly and
White and J.R. Clark of

r

Workers Fa

senior high schools said
economics was a
required subject; an
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Six Persons Die
In Traffic Accidents
By The Associated

Determining heart damage
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB - In
the case of a second heirt
attack what is the best
method of determining if
there is cholesterol blockage
of the right and left arteries
leading to the heart or valve
damage 4. cardiogram, an
angiogram. an artenogram"
or a heart catheterization'
DEAR READER - An
electrocardiogram will give
some information regarding
the area and location of the
heart muscle that is
damaged It is not 100 percent reliable in telling you
which artery is involved but
you can suspect which one
of the main arteries is
involved in causing the
damage
If it shows two different
areas of heart muscle it is
usually caused by blockage
of at least two main arteries
to the heart -muscle. There
are three main arteries. The
left artery divides into two
arteries that supply the
front and the left side of the
heart and the right coronary
artery supplies the back side
of the heart
Fortunately there is a network of small arteries that
connect these main arteries
together If it is open and
working well it may help
protect against heart muscle damage
An angiogram may be
used to show the size and

pumping action of the chambers of the heart and may
show a valve defect But a
coronary artenogram is the
most accurate method of
seeing any blockage that
may be present in the arteries The technique involves
injealtig a radio-opaque dye
into the arteries that can
then be seen with X-ray
techniques X-ray films may
be taken and then studied to
observe the area of blockage
A coronary arteriogram
is not always necessary. It
depends upon how well the
patient does after a heart
attack This is discussed in
more detail in The Health
Letter number 12-10, What
You Need to Know About
Heart Attacks, which I am
sending you.
Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019
A good recovery, so that
the patient can walk a good
distance without pain and
with an absence of other
signs of disease, usually
means that there is still
good circulation to the heart
muscle.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
aunt brought your column

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

66 - what,
67 Worm
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Beverage
DOWN
PAT
GRASP
HEW
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Ell;
LISLE
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ORANGE
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V
E
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about older people in nursing homes to my attention
Something should be done
about these people. The food
they get is not that great
I've been there many times
when the food comes up.
I have a very close triad
who went there two months
ago. He weighed 150 pounds
Now be weighs only 124
pounds The poor man
doesn't eat He can't use his
hands too well and they
don't take time to feed the
older people. If the food isn't
eaten, the tray is removed.
Because they don't eat in
time, the patients die off.
I don't think this is right
People pay enough at these
nursing homes so someone
should see that all of them
eat. I brought my friend a
nice dinner a week ago I fed
him the whole dinner and he
ate it. So it's just a matter of
someone taking time to feed
some of these people.
DEAR READER Thank you for your note.
There are many excellent
nursing homes but the problem you describe does occur
in others - also in hospitals.
The result is malnutrition or starvation - in centers
that are supposed to provide
help for a person's health I
agree that something should
be done about it And relatives should be sure their
loved ones are being properly fed.

Press
Six persons died in
traffic accidents this
weekend on Kentucky
highways, according to
Kentucky State Police
reports.
The traffic death toll
for the year now stands at
578, compared with 592
through this date last
year.
David W. Bickford, 37,
of the Marrowbone area
of Pike County, was killed
Sunday in a one-car
accident on the
intersection of the
Pikeville bypass and
Harold's Branch.
Bickford was a passenger
in a car driven by Bernie
Davis which skidded
about 100 feet, flipped
over and went down a
small embankment.
Paul Scott Nesselrode,
31, of Frankfort, was
killed Saturday evening
when his car struck a
vehicle driven by William
R. Harrod of Frankfort.
The accident occurred on
Kentucky 420, about one
mile south of Frankfort.
Harrod, 54, was not
injured.
Anthony Birman, 38, of
Cupertino, Calif., died of
multiple injuries when
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his tractor-trailer rig
overturned Saturday
morning after running off
Interstate 71 in
Louisville.
A passenger in the cab,
Collette Johnston, 20, of
Keyser, W.Va., was
admitted to University
Hospital in satisfactory
condition. ,
Billy Smith, 39, of
Jeffersonville,'Ind., was
killed Saturday morning
when his car hit an L&N
train in Jefferson County
at the the junction of the
L&N track and Kentucky
102.
No skid marks were
found at the scene and all
railroad lights were
working at the time of the
accident, according to
Jefferson County Police.
Elizabeth Atwood, 52,
of Mitchellsburg, died
Saturday in a two-car
collision on U.S. 150 in
Danville. No other details
were available on the
accident.
Milburn L. Merrifield,
43, of Louisville, was
killed Frcday night in a
one-vehicle accident at
the 500 block of S.
Jackson Street in
Louisville.

'Chicken Litties' Wait
For Economy To Collapse
NEW YORK (AP) - dominant market factors
Lyndon Johnson called now are the enormous
them nervous Nellies" federal debt and the
and now Ronald Reagan realization that more will
refers to them as be added.
"Chicken Littles." In
Wall Street is very
each case they refer to aware of this debt, which
those of little faith in in a couple of months will
presidential programs.
total $1 trillion on which
President Reagan's more than 8100 billion a
criticism seems directed year must be paid in
at the financial interest. It is aware also
community, which indeed that from now on each
has expressed horror at additional cut in federal
the possiblity of the sky spending will be opposed
falling, i.e., of the by a growing
economy collapsing.
constituency.
Establishment
And so, there are
institutions cannot come doubts about whether the
right out and say so, but job of paring can be done,
they have been acting and there are doubts
that way some of the about the consequences if
time. Nobody seems to the job is done.
want stocks; they want
"I hope the people on
bonds even less. Few Wall Street will pay
lenders are willing to attention to the folks on
commit themselves for Main Street," said
long terms; short-term President Reagan last
permits them to run.
Friday in Denver. "If
But as Wall Street they do, they'll see
already has replied, "We there's a rising tide of
do not set interest rates confidence in the future
nor do we produce of America."
markets." The market
On that statement the
makes interest rates, president probably is
they contend, and the correct. Various polls,
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iVi-tAT A PRO!
RIGHT IN FRONT
OF 5ARGE'S EYES
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A SO,BOTTLE, AN
OLD TIN CAN
ANO SOME CsUM
WRAPPERS?

VICIOUS CRIMINALS. "AND WALKS THE 571REET5
WHY WEREN'T THEY
AS AN ORDiNARY MAN.,.
JAILED?

HIS IS
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7741E-5."
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I LEGAL NOTICE

The Murray Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce is bidding building
materials and equipment for their new office. Interested parties are to contact the
Chamber of Commerce office at 300
Maple in Murray or telephone 753-5171.
Bids will be publicly opened and read
aloud at the Chamber office on Thursday,
October!, 1981 at 9:00 a.m.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS OF KAY
SWIFT I, Donald C. Swift,
am no longer responsible
for debts incurred by Kay
Swift effective September
19, 1981, Donald C. Swift,
Charles K. Cochran,
Guardian In Fact

NOTICE TO
CRWITORS
•CORRECTION•
THE FOLLOWING
ESTATE
FIDUCIARY APPOINTMENT HAS
BEEN MADE IN
THE CALLOWAY
DISTRICT
COURT. ALL
CLAIMS AGAINST
THIS ESTATE
SHOULD BE FILED
WITH THE
FIDUCIARY
WITHIN SIX MONTHIS OF DATE OF
QUALIFICATION.
HARVEY ELLIS,
1110 Fairlone Dr.,
Murray, KY
CURATOR FOR
LELA ALINE

He'd be
a top pilot in
anyone's book.
He'd rather fly
for the Navy.
We wouldn't be the best Navy
in the world without the men
and women who have turned
their highly trained skills
into rewarding Navy careers.
From top pilots to top
engineers, in medicine or
oceanography, some of the
best people in their fields
are in the Navy. And that
makes us proud.
Today, over 75% of all Navy
sobs are in technical fields, and
a strong Navy depends upon
the experience of its career
men and women. People who
not only believe in betng the
best at what they do, but also
believe it means a little bit
more when its done for their
country.

Navy know-how.
It% working for America.

- 7'

6 HELP WANT1D
.Baby sitter wanted.
Hours are flexible
References required. My
home 759 1765.

INVITATION TO BID

including last
November's election,
show the president has
generated enthusiasm for
his new beginning.
COLES, Rt. 7, Box
Soon, however, it
48, Murray, KY
seems likely that people
ANN P.
will begin talking more
WILSON
about the unemployment
CIRCUIT
rate, interest rates, the
COURT CLERK
inflation rate - the
present rather than the
2. NOTICE
future - and that they
might not be happy with
NOTICE
what they witness.
The people who might be inReagan's response to
terested in contributing to
such speculation, in
the upkeep of the Old Salem
which the wizards of Wall
cemetery and to those who
hove not contributed in the
Street love to immerse
post but may desire to do
themselves, their
so. Please mail checks to
fortunes being involved
Jock Dodd, Rt. 8 Murray or
with forscasting the
to Jock Dodd c/o Fitts Block
Co., E. Main Street, Murfuture, is that his
ray, Ky.
program doesn't even
begin until Oct. 1, and
that any broad impact
can't be felt until after
that.
CoPt•nf 0' 0l0 Droloraphs
And that again brings
sottlarity al
up the big question:
CARTER STUDIO
If Reagan's program is
380 Mn
153 8298
doubted and criticized
before it begins, and by
important financial
circles that can probably
FOR RENT
hinder it badly, how
SHOP
much time does the
24' by 24' $60.00
president really have to
per month. Call
turn the trick?
437 4512 atie'r
Followed by one almost
4:00 p.m.
or equally as big:
How long will Main
Street stay with the
president on the basis of
hopes and promises-on
faith in the president
himself- before they too
begin asking for concrete
evidence of success?
He has given his
promise: "As I've said
before and I'll say again, ‘
Ik
America now has an
economic plan for her
future. We know where
we're going - we're
going onward, we're
going upward, and we're
not leaving anyone
behind."
But, he could have
added, "Give us a break,
you Chicken ',Mies, give
us a little time."

SAFER SECRETS
ARLINGTON, Va.
(AP)- The Pentagon is
locking up the doors to its
military secrets, using
new high-security and
other removable core
cylinders.
The cylinders will be
Installed in some 2,700
office-door locksets in the
world's largest office
building here in this
Washington suburb.
About 300 of the total
are high -security
cylinders, designed with
interlocking tumblers
that are difficult to pick
and keys that are equally
hard to duplicate.
The installations are
part of an updating of the
building's locksets by
Emhart Corp., which
supplied the originals
when the Pentagon was
built in the 1940s.
The military center
houses Army, Navy, Air
Force and Defense
Department
administrators.

MIER
EXPERIENCED
APPAREL SALES. For
mornings, nights and
Sundays. Immediate
part-time openings.
Apply in person
MINNENS OLYMPIC
PLAZA OR BEL-AIR
CENTER. E.O.E.

TICE

Bible Call
Getting the best
out of ourselves
759-4444; Bible
S
-759-4445.

Dental Assistant full
time
Experienced
preferred but not
necessary. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1010,

9. SITUATION ,
14akiLla2
Handyman will do odd
jobs, also light hauling.
Phone 753-3810.

SPECIAL
SALE

10 BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Protected liquid fertilizer
dealership available
immediately in your
county with Arex of
Kentucky. Call 502-4438786.

SILVER &
GOLD
PAWN SHOP
OPell

M

to H p

115th Anniviriiri-Wallpaper
Sale. Over 3,000 rolls in stock.
Values to $13.95 single roll.
Now 4.99 per single roll. Save
50 percent to 64 percent off
regular price. For month of'
September only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
to 50 percent discount on all
stock wallpaper. The
Sherwin Williams Co.

ANTIOUE
AND
DEPRESSION
GLASSWARE

Jobs Overseas - Big
money fast $20,000 to
150,000 plus per year. Call
1716-842'6000. Ext. 1705.

14. WANT TO
1966 or POW Cougar,
wrecked. After 5:00 call
436 5896.
Want to buy a good used
couch for trailer. Call 4892118.
I want to buy standing
timber on shares. Call
436-5822 after 5 p.m.

ijARTIcLES FOR SALt
Hardy chrysanthemums
cushion type, many colors
$3.95 to $4.95. Hoffman's
Nursery 91E.

VSORIMENI
80•SEII

Nikon FM Camera.. bodY ,
with zoom lens plus
accessories Call 761,2828
Rabbits and chickens for
sale and plants. Moving

Silver
& Gold
Pawn Shop

must sell
436-5895

Olympic
Plaza
Open9am 1o8pm
/53 7113

Call

anytime

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436 2758

5. LOST& FOUND
Two lost black and tan
Beagle dogs. One male,
one female., Last seen in
Stella Coldwater area.
Hastallars on with wrong
phone number. Any
information leading to
seeing or having of these
dogs call 489-2885. There
will be a reward for any
help_possible.

6. HELP WANTED
Cost Estimator-Piping
Construction Industry.
Pressure pipe experience
required. M. E. or C. E.
degree preferred.
$25,000.00 plus per year.
Interview and relocation
expenses paid, fee paid.
Action Personnel 753.
6532.
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration
receive
beautiful free laiffs-froo
lessons in latch hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point. Contact Lou
prcx;fer at 502-4.36-2842_
Don't Miss out! Call Now!
Today!

Hide-abed love seat,
coffee and end tables,
shelves, micro-wave oven
cart, and bed frame.
Excellent conditions. Call
753-0315.
19 in. portable television,
electric heater,
frigeradaire washing
machine. 753.7852.
Moving Sale! Henredon
dining room suite $900.00
sofa and love seat $200.00,
Henredon bedroom suit
(king size bed) $450.00,
glass top table $75.00,
three chairs $75.00 each,
walnut end table $75.00,
parosons table and
mirror $75.00 and sofa
$250.00. 753-2676 after 6

1973 300 Massey Ferguson
combine. 489-2300.

22. MUSICAL
TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY _
So your child
wants , to taid
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT FT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

5350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes All ages. No
gimMicks For information
send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Richard
Demaico, P. 0 Box G84,
Wakefield, Mass. 01880.
Attractive position for
man or woman of neat
appearance and good'
character for pleasant
Work, no lay-offs.
Earning Opportunity
$250.00 to 8350.00
to start. Advancement
good benefits. Education
or experience not
necessary. Call Paducah
443.6460 between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. ONLY! Ask
for Mr. Miller:
Want someone to come
into home and baby sit for
teachers one year old
Child. Hours 7:30 to 4:30.
Salary negotiable. Call
759-4777 after 5 :00 p.m.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Immediate opening for'
piano and organ lessons.
Beginners and advanced.
Call 753-7575.
Used Spinet piano
Baldwin. Three years old.
Practice and player
piano. New and used
organs. Lonardo Piano
Co. across post office
Paris, Tn.

23. EXTERMINATING

Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-641 8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.

Medical secrifily receptionist. Only ex
perienced need to apply
Send resume to P.0 Box
1040,Murray, Ky. 42071
FREE TOYS EXTRA
DOLLARS - Attention
homemakers now hiring
demonstrators in your
area to sell House of
Lloyd toys and gifts. Have
fun and make money.
Free $300.00 kit. No
collecting, no delivery.
Part.time now through
November Hiring until
September 26th. Call 759
4807.

•
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16 HOME FURNISHING

19. FARM EQUIPMEN1!

-InfoTination on Alaskan and
• Overseas Employment. Excellent income potential
Call 1-312-741-9180, Ext
6062.

4

21 MISCELLANEOUS
315" 1964
Chevrolet wire spoke hub
caps $75.00. Two new GE
3.4 3 phase motors $50.00
each. Chair bottom sheet
cane 16"x50 ft. rolls
$100.00 a roll. 753-5940

.-
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24. MISCELLANEOUS 32. APTS. FOR RENf
Sears baby crib, complete
with mattress and
bumper pad, for $43.50.
Call 753 9566
Wood for sale $28.00 per
rick delivered. 489 2101 or
189-2231.
Wheat straw, five piece
kitchen set, pair large
table lamps, pair vanity
lamps 4928300.
Trailer hitch type A. Good
as new. Ball not included
$20.00. Phone 753 5830.
Manual hospital bed
complete with rails and
mattress. $350.00. 753 1262
or 753 06/5 after 330.

Ise lam*

NUICAL
APAITNORS
1, 11 1 bellow sib km
SUM My mg kg
lIcappsil oil bell cso
Modal
lissI and ols.
misfit kikbm 1006mosMks Nan lise.14. Nit
12110 Nom
Norlbesel
Iluirm, At.
511/919114
Ns* Osman*

Three bedroom home for
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 753
6156, 753-5945.

House eight rooms, bath,
screened in back porch,
garden space, garage.
Been remodeled by City
WOOD HEATERS, Community
deluxe cabinet, brick Development. Low
income family wanted.
lined fire box, cast iron
Call 753-3685
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99. Three bedroom
1 1,7 bath
Two speed blower, $59.99. $285.00 per
month. Call
Wallin Hardware, Paris, 753 3612
and ask for Susie
Tenn.
Wells or 753-1585 after
5:00.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32" Two houses near
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54", university. $100.00
822.99. Wallin Hardware, deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 7536114 after 6
Paris, Tenn.
p.m.
Lombard chain saws and Extra nice three bedroom
service. Stokes Tractor, house located in Murray.
Industrial Rd.
$495.00 per month. Security
deposit and one year lease
Used bricks in Paducah. required_No pets! Call 436'
44/-9609.
'2935 and 753-0839,

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES
12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath /
1
2. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr Ct. 753 9104
or nights 753 1551.
1.?_x65 1973 furnished,
central air. 759-19417.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

For rent: nice 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets!189-2611

Registered Dobermans,
black and rust, two reds.
Call 328-8363, Mayfield, _

40. PRODUCE
Apples for safe. Sweet cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call 489 2467 to reserve
order.,

41. PUBLIC SALE
Antique Mall in Haiel, open'
Mon. Sat., 95, Sun., 15. 11
dealers

30. BUSINE S RENTAL Four

party carport sale
Wed., Thurs., and Fri. 801
MeadowiLane.

43. REAL ESTATE

Located in Riviera
Courts is this two
bedroom mobile
home, completely
32. APTS. FOR RENT, tarnished for only
mar
One bedroom furnished; $9,51.9.00. the ideal
apartment. One lady or
dwelling for that son
girl only. 303 S. 6th St.
or daughter now at93.
.
Call 753-35
tending college.
One bedroom apartment
Make your offer to-

New duplex, two bedroom,
Northwood Subd. $265.00 per'
month. 7537853.
12x65 1973 Furnished, central'
air. 753-198j,
Two bedroom apartment
semi furnished. All
utilities paid except
electricity. Deposit anc
references required. Ca!
753 8335.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment partial
utilities paid No pets!
Girls preferred. Rents for
490.00 a month. 753-9741

day!
ROSINS NAM
Imo a Sweasni
Money,Sy.
753-145
10 acre firm, half mile from
town on 94 East. six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 13 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 753
4451, Susy Wells, 753 15 or
'Geneva Giles, 753-6557.

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement 4,000 sq ft
finished
Home or business for
rent call
Skeet Waldrop
Rod Estate
eosio Jeffs
Costae
1894707

IORNBUCKLE BARBER SHO
225 L. P. Why St.(Aims fess cisme*?coon)

Specialising le Sevier Mem
Ileirasts $1.2S

•

Appraisals - Connelllag - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-901
Three bedroom, bath, den
with fireplace and garage
on one acre. Deposit,
reference, lease, $200.00.
Strout Realty, 753-0186.

OWNER
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
This may

be the

home you've been
waiting for, designed to bring instant
happiness and
37. LIVESTOCK
pleasure to your
-SUPPLIES
family. Nothing
One-two horse trailer.
was overlooked in
Priced to sell. Call
making this quality
daytime 753-5671, nights
home the ultimate
753-3430.
in beauty, and of3
7
1 r$
77PPLIE
-"-i-" fers 4
bedrooms, 2
baths, family
Six month old black Great
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
roomw with
ears, fully obedience trained. fireplace, and douCall Sal, 753-9101,753 6527.
ble car garage. Call
All breed dog grooming.
and
treat yourself
Reasonable rates. Also
to a showing of this
boarding and AKC
lovely home. Ofminiature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
fered at $79,900
KennelS,435-4506.
through Kopperud
AKC Registered
Realty, 711 Main in
Doberman puppies. 759Murray.
4588 or 753-7637.

12 x 65 1973 furnished,
Carport sale Mon.. 21
central air. 759.1987.
.
Baby things,
10x55 trailer for rent. 436- clothing and household
utensils. 753 5526.
5189.

Two Declroolii apartment for
rent. range, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher disposer,
washer and dryer hookup,
air, carpet. No pets. One
year lease and $225 deposit
required, $225 per month
Phone 753-2622 or 7533865

602) 753- 1492

SEPTEMBER

Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill Tr. Ct.

North of Murray.
Partially furnished. Call
753 5410.

LOMITA AM, REALTORS
2ce syc•mo..
likomy KlintuCity 42071

Two bedroom- house, air
conditioned with den and
utility. Call 753-6254.

26 TV RADIO

MINI
Watelseese
storage Space
Fee Rest
28347S1

'
47MIE

34 HOUSES FOR RENT

CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99, 8"x30", $79.99;
installation kit,6",$29.99;
8", 142.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

°pea Nears
Mee., Tees., lbws., Fri., Set.
$127533615
For Appointment

SPECIAL
Live and earn with
this FHA approved
home, plus 20 x 50
metal bldg. suitable
for a variety of
commer
tr O uses.
Locatc.
.‘e edge
of Murt-y at 1907
Coldwater Fd. Priced at $35,000. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, For All
Your Real Estate
Needs.
40 Acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East. 6/10 of a mile
blacktopped. 13 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.

Professional Services

sibullawFrieridly Misch'
FIVE MINUTES
FROM CITY!!!
This is a real buy -3
. r., 2 bath, B.V.
home, entry hall,
great room with
fireplace, central
heat and air, carport. A lot of quality, ideal room arrangement for
family living. This
house is priced to
sell at only $42,900.
HAMMER AND
SAW AND A
LITTLE
INNTT/ATIVE
This is a well con-

structed lake cottage that is sutable
or a permanent
home for a small
family. Not finished
Inside which will
allow the purchaser
to select their own
arrangements and
colors. Wooded
lakeview lot. A good
buy at $15;900.
4monocommoosamme
0-our bedroom home in
need of repairs on one
acre Reduced to 18500 00
Call Spann Realty Assoc ,
753-7724.

".

43. REALEST-ATE

Alive with color and
charm? Pleasingly
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with dining area and to the
bedroom wing with
bullt-ins.
For
economy, add central gas -and you can
find the total
package by dialing
753-1492. Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors:

Two bedroom apartmen
furnished or unfurnished
Newly decorated. No
children! No pets! Cal
alter 5:00, 753-2271.

KERO-SUN heaters:
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, $162.99;
Radiant 10, $209.99,
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $218.99,
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

Two bedroom -or three
bedroom completely
furnished, new furniture
and carpet. Central heat
and air, natural gas or
electric heat and
cablevision. See at Shady
Oaks, 753-5209 8:30 a.m.
4: 30 p.m.

43. REAL ESTATE

Prairimema; Sm.we%
ihstr.Ttur F nevid3s Touch'
NEW
QUALITY
HOME

In Canterbury - enjoy the good life in
this lovely 3 13.R.,,
By., 2 it bath
'home. Entry foyer,
large family room
with fireplace. Central elec. heat
pump, lovely
carpeting. Double
garage, automat'
opener. In 80's.
OWNER LEFT
STATE
Close in 3 b. r.
home, newly
decorated and
carpeted, electric
heat (over 1700 sq.
ft. of living area),
situated on a 2 acre
wooded lot, large
living room, country kitchen, convenient to shopping,
restaurants, Fisher
Price. Just reduced
to 37,500.
NEW LISTING
11,2 story brick, 2100
sq. ft. of living space, 2
acres. Brown's Grove
area. only $38,000.
We manaRe Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee
You'll like our Ser
vice.
75341198

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

77707.777,Tr

JUST ONE
LOOK
That's all it will
take to convince
you that this is the
home for your family. Relax from the
day's work in the
13 x 21 master
bedroom suite, then
join the family in
the beautiful den
with its round
hearth fireplace.
The kitchen is a
gourmet's delight
with its bay window. The formal
living and dining
room offers you and
your guests an
giegant place to
visit. Seeing is
believing. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for an the
information of this
lovely Canterbury
Estates residence.
SEARCH NO
LONGER
For a home with an
acre lot just
minutes from town.
A beautiful foyer
opens into both the
formal living room
and the den with a
brick wall
fireplace. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home is nicely arranged for family
living with all its
extras; a patio for
entertaining, a double garagew with
concrete driveway
and professional
landscaping. Offered through Kopperud Realty, 753-

a Thomas 1 REDUCED $5,000.00.
lawman a
This home is just barely
lived in. Features three
Neal Islets
bedrooms, two baths, and
SowilisIdo Caws Sq.
a spacious great room
/Astray, Kasha,
with a large and beautiful
fireplace. This house is
753.4451
not only beautiful, but is
New listing two miles West built for the practical use
the every day 'family.
of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94, of
The large kitchen and
two bedroom frame house dining area are truly a
with two acres very neat blessing to any harrassed
and attractive home. For woman. Tne privaTe
more information call fenced backyard and
patio are perfect for the
Purdorn_and Thurman Real small
ones in your family.
Estate 753-4451 Susy So for beauty and just
Wells, 753-1585 Or Geneva plain every day living you
must see this dream of a
Giles, 753-6557.
house. Call Spann Realty
Assoc., 753-7724.

PINE
BLUFF
SHORES
17 miles front Murray Two
bedroom mobile home on three
wooded lots with outstanding
lake view large room attached
with windows all around.
Remodeled and portly famished By owner S9,300.00. Coll
753-8776 after 5 p.m

im. REAL EVA

BOYD-MUM

if
753-8050

'

Notet.sinr.1: Sen,, r•
The IF -te

NOT JUST
A HOME...
AN ESTATE
OF MIND
Beautiful 4 or 5 berdr oom , 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, intercom, automatic
garage door
opener, wet bar,
and two patios.
Everything you
need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment
today, 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Multiple listing service.
NEW LISTING
Attractive 3
bedroom brick
home on Highway
94, 10 miles East of
Murray near Kentucky Lake. Lot of
approximately 1
acre. Priced
reasonably at only
$28,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.

.124/110.441/1MAPIF
.M/0/NP./.-

•
•

INVESTMENT
PERFECT
1909 Westwood,
almost new duplex,
cedar siding, each
side features 2 b. rs.
living room, kitchen, bath, wall to
wall carpeting, appliances, city water
and swewer. Each
side rents for $225.
See this one soon. In
50's.

101E in

46. HOMES FOR

SALE' 47. mOTORCYCIES

1 acre with
repairs could be
4 b ibdroom
located near
Stella.
Call 7 5 3-99 24
after 4:30 p.m.

13 acre farm for sale 35
acres good lendable land
One mile South of
Coldwater Call 753 0546
or 753 0131
16. HOMES FOR SALE

Two bedroorn holm. 408
ilth St MurfaY S24 000
/c3-3371,

GMC Van conversion
Fuiiy customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into bed),
rally wheels, custom paint
and captains chairs 13,000
miles Reply to 153 5014
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trimming
hedge
Free
Estimates 436 V97
We are now-doing service
calls on plumbing and
electrical.
759tu
Dill Electric

1978 Datsun King Cab.
Sun roof, back sliding
glass, AM FM 8 track Carpet Cleaning_ Clean:
stereo. After 5 p.m call odor free carpet, last
longer and smells better
489 2570.
For free estimates call
1974 Chevrolet pick up_ Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
custom deluxe for sale. 753,9826. Experienced and
61400.00 After 5 p m call feliable,_
436 2549.
30 yearS.'experienced car
51 CAMPERS
penter work Also flue
1978 GMC Kingsley 26 ft
building Call 436-2253
motor home like new 1977
drive-ways and'
GMC Royale 26 ft motor 'Asphalt
home like new. 1978 25 ft. parking lots sealed by
Champion only 4100 Sears For free estim,tes
miles. Contact Howard call 753-2310
Brandon, office 753 4389,
home 753 5960.

52. BOATS &MOTORS
141-2 Wizard boat, motor
and trailer. Very good
condition $500.00. Call
after 4p.m. 753-0169.

Aluminum Service' o.,
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References Call
Will Ed Bailey 7530689

1976 Monte Carlo Landau
loaded, good condition. .3.SERVI
C.ESOFFERE
$2,000.00. Call after 5 p.m
Bur Dot Ceramics. Open
753 0851.
MOBILE HOME 9.00 a.m. til 10.00 p.m
1978 Honda Civic in REPAIR Installing tie Monday Friday. Classes
excellent shape. Call 753 downs, underpinning, and supplies. 474 2708.
roofing, installing doors
3027 after 5 p.m.
and windows. Also build AAA
Mum MADE
1976 VW Rabbit good porches and patios. Call
CABINETS
bookcases.,
condition for $1,950.00 V516973. Free estimates!
music centers
etc
Call 753 7675.
No job too small! Nights
iome for safe by owner.
and weekends call 474- Reasonable 436 2566
.505 Oak Dr., excellent
.
2276
195 PONTIAC
condition, immediate
mobile Home roof
possession. Three
CATALINA
resealed or coat with
bedroom brick over 1400
One
owner
local
car.
fiber asbestos paint. Call
sq. ft. living area. Fully
753 9672 ater 5 p.m. for
carpeted. Phone Paducah
PURDOM'S
estimates.
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
Oldsmobile
or _after 5:00 p.m. 554Concrete and blocks and
Pontiac
758118. Ask for Ken
brick. Basements, drive
Cadillac
Adams.
ways, sidewalks and storm
1406W Mom 753-5315
cellars. 20 years experience Automobile machamc will
do work on automatic and
.and free estimates. 753-5476._
FOR SALE
gasoline engined trucks
1973
Gremlin
all
wrecked
on
The Lydia Phillips
drivers side, front. Six CAATI•ET CLEANING. Free '‘ All work done gauranteed
estimates. Satisfied ,
Home located about cylinder automatic
.
,V43/-.4546
6 miles east of MurWhole or parts. After 4:00 references. V ibra -Vac steam
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S Doug Jones Electric
call
753
6091.
ray on 280, includes
CARPET CLEANING, 753
residential wiring and
15 acres approx- 1975 Camero,
5827.
motor repair. Airport Rd.
p.s., p.b ,
imately 756 feet of AM FM tape, good Fence sales at Sears now , 753-9555.
road frontage. Call condition. Call 753 5510. " Call Sears 753-2310 for
Will inspect and clean
753-6531.
1968 Camero SS, sharp free estimate for your chimneys. 498-8958
car. High performance, needs
$3.571W5iviTT buy this neat serious calls only. 759Toy Lee
Gutterirt by Sears. Sears
well kept two bedroom 1718
Barnett
frame on seven acres of
continuous gutters installed
which five are woods. Has GOVERNMENT per your specificati3ns Call Cool, Grovel, Sand,
two large outbuildings, SURPLUS CARS AND
Sears, 753-2310 - for free Fredonia Lime and
one can be used as garage TRUCKS NOW
Dirt 753-4776
_
or work shop. In Lynn AVAILABLE through estimate
Grove Community. Call government sales, under Alexander
Septic 'lank
$300.00. Call 1714-569
753-8729 or 435 4460.
0241. Open 24 hourjs. For Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
FHA home and lot. Three your directory on how to from your driveway In- Of vinyl siding and trim
dustrial residential or Aluminum trim for brick
bedroom brick, lot size 80 purchase.
ft. x 177 ft. with outside
commercial,
24 hour ser- houses Jack Glover 753
storage shed. Assumable 1977 Mercury Cougar vice Call
1873
753-5933
station
wagon.
Excellent
loan, only one year old. In
condition
753 6342 after All your plumbing and air GENERAL HOME REPAIR
county close to school.
Can be seen at Scenic 6:00 p.m.
conditioning needs Also do I5 years experience carpenAcres Subd. off of Hwy,
carpentry.
painting, roofing try, concrete, plumbing:
280. 533,500.00 or can call 1968 Volkswagon Beetle.
siding
things
Good condition. 753-6342 and concrete All work done roofing,
753 4037
around the home Free
after 6:00 p.m.
to
satisfaction.
753-9822
41/7 acres of land and
estimates' No lob too small
three bedroom house on
49. USED CARS
Call days 474-2359. 474Bethel Rd 753 6940.
_
evenings
2276
On
speed
House for sale furnished 1977 Mazda GLC 4
$2650.00.
weekends.
474-2276
or unfurnished, carpet with new tires.
p.m.
throughout, two large 753-1431 after 4:00
Stump Removal. DO
&
bedrooms and large
We mmielizo is never
TRUCKS
you need stumps removed
SOUSED
living room. Dining
rest Plastic Wolk. Infrom your yard or land
room,kitchen, bath room,
stall water as and
cleared of stumps? We can
utility room and built in
car garage. 11
remove stumps up to 24
/
2 blocks
weer simply systems.
79 Ford F-150
from M.S.U. Look it over
below the ground leaving
IlYSTER
and give me a bid. No real
4x4 300 4 sp.
only
sawdust and chips
&
PACALPIN
estate brokers please. 206
Call for free estimare. Bob
753-8786 or • WELL DRILLING
S. 15th, 759-4702.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bo&
753-5699.
901-361-3176
.,47.MOTORCNTE

WELL
DRILLING

rr

AXR 80 Honda 1485.00. 1973 International farm
Call 753 8061.
truck. 2sso.0014 ft. flat bed price
1975 350 Honda
combination road and 1976 Ford Bronco
in
trail bike. Excellent excellent
condition. 753condition. Call 4372744.
4112 or 753-7795. after 6 P-m

Professional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides.
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris. 759-1987.

Kemp Jr 435-4319
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning roof s sealed
patio awnings and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873 lack
Gloverg

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m.-Mai* 7 Days A Week
Phase 753-5351/753-5352

BETTER BUY!!
JUST REDUCED
Good location close to shopping.
Remodeled 1 /
1
2
story brick home
with big comfortable rooms - 2
large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in
Hazel on a 75x140
lot, nice variety of
fruit trees and
garden area. Very
affordable at just
$29,900. Take acttion call today!!
Owner will finance
at 10%.

For-ret
-ineise, or Sa p.
acre cattle farm near
Crossland Also hay for
sale. Cali 753 0662.

SO USEID TRUCKS

House for sale furnished 1980 Honda three
or unfurnished, carpet wheeler, 110 Series Good
throughout, 2 large bedrooms shape Call 527 8274 or
and large living 436 4927
room
Dining room, 1977
750F Honda Good
kitchen, bath room,
condition Call 767 2758
utility room and built in
car garage l' 2 blocks 1980 IT 250 Yamaha Call
from M S U Look it over 753 3830 or 753 4024
and give 7ne a bid
No re
please
2a.
48 AUTO SERVICES
estate brokers
5 15th 759 4702
ryi&G Complete Glass
Co has added a new line
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath. of work that features
showcases and display
built-in appliances. Must cases,
pie cases, store
sell, $30.000 Call 489- displays and glass
2670
shelving. We also install
Four bedroom house in Lynn auto glass, fix storm
Grove with 2 acres Housei windows and doors,
repair and replace store
needs repair. 435 4284.
fronts, install patio door
Brick houie two years old glass, plate glass and
Three bedroom, two baths, window glass.Cut mirrors
formal dining room, large and glass table tops. Do
den, two car garage, house picture frarung. 753 0180.
has many extras. Owner will,
49. USED CARS
consider financing. See at
1809 Wiswell Rd or call 753
1972
Mustang V 8 runs
0839 or 436 29_Vz
great Needs minor body
work. Make offer. 753
Older House and 2266 or 759 /683.

Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Nigh,
192 8983
Do y
753 4t50

Murray-Calloway
Comity NospNal

753-5131

Landscaping
Lit Prof's*loath
noonicoro yaw lawn.
Commorciol
sod
llosiolontinl fondue*, and lawn
inelatimenco. Mewing. Promise sad
Sproyieg. Prompt
SorrIc•, Fro'
Estimates.

436-2333

Quality Service
Company
Akrininom and Vinyl
Sifswg, Costa. trine
work. References.
Cal Will Ed Bailey,
7534689.

Heating

and

Alf (WI

dit.onong Sales Sales
and Service Modern
Sheet Metal 5, Service
Departments

GENERAL
NOME
,
s REPAIR
15 yeses experience; carpeatry, caner** pamiliv,
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Days
414-2276
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Letcher Countian Not A Veterinarian

Obituaries
Mrs.Ross Dies; Mrs. Houston
Rites Tuesday Dies Friday
Mrs. Pat ( Mary C.)
Ross of Rt. 6, Murray
died Saturday at 2:15
a.m at the Baptist
General Hospital, MemThe deceased was born
May 15, 1907, in Calloway
County and was the
daughter of the late Lynnwood Darnell and Betty
Gordon Darnell.
Mrs. Ross is survived
by her husband, Pat
Ross, to whom she was
married on May 23, 1926;
three daughters - Miss
Patty Jane Ross, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Don
(Joyce) Harding,
Rowlett, Texas, and Mrs.
Jimmy (Patti Ann)
Walker, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Joe (Addle)
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray,
and Mrs. Virginia Farris,
Las Vegas, Nev.; seven
grandchildren.
She was a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church where the funeral
will be today at 2 p.m.
with the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins and the Rev. C. C.
Brasher officiating.
Music will be by the Rev.
Wilkins, Mrs. Juanita
Lee, and Mrs. Bobbie
Burkeen.
Serving as pallbearers
are James H. Outland,
Billy Outland, Don
Rowlett, Jimmy Kelly,
Jeff Harding, and Joe
Ross. The Rebecca Sunday School Class of the
church will be an
honorary group.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home in charge
of the arrangements.

Travis Rites
Sunday
The funeral for Mrs.
Tom Ed ( Venice Jones)
Travis was Sunday at
3:30 p.m. at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin and the
Rev. Julian Warren officiating. The music was
by the Warren Quartet.
Pallbearers were Danny Hopkins, Joe Pat
Jones, Mark Ramsey,
Barry and Joe Travis,
and Larry Jones. Burial
was in the church
cemetery with the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Travis, 64, Rt. 3,
Murray, died Thursday
at the Baptist Central
Hospital, Memphis.
She is survived by her
husband, one daughter,
four sons, two sisters,
three brothers, and 15
grandchildren.

J. E. White
Dies Thursday
The funeral for James
Enoch White of Jackson,
Tenn., was Sunday at 1
p.m. in the South Chapel
of the George A. Smith
and Sons Funeral Home,
Jackson, Term. Burial
was in Murray Memorial
Gardens here.
White, 65, retired Tennessee Valley Authority
dispatcher, died Thursday at the Jacks&nMadison County General
Hospital.
Survivors are his
widow, Mrs. Mary White;
one daughter, Mrs.
Jackie Graham, Dayton,
Ohio one brother, Jack
White, Jackson; several
relatives in Murray and
Calloway County.

Services for Mrs.
Gladys Houston, widow of
Buford Houston, were
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Jerrell White
and the Rev. Edward
Overbey officiating.
Milton Gresham and
Margaret Wilkins provided the music.
Pallbearers were
Homer Miller, Codie
Caldwell, Luther Nance,
Hall McCuiston, Harty
Culpepper, and Gordon
Moody. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Houston, 85, died
Friday at 12:50 p.m. at
the Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Oliver
Cherry, Murray, two
grandchildren, Mrs. Rick
Sutton and Gary Houston,
and three great grandchildren. Taylor Sutton
and Lisa and Brent
Houston.

State Trys To Stop Practice

Farris Rites
At Chapel
Funeral Services for
Mrs. Betty Lou Hill Farris, widow of Charlie Farris, were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.
Pallbearers were
Jesse, Loyd, and James
McKinney, Trellis McCuiston, and Keys and
Clifford Farris. Burial
was in the Outland
Cemetery.
Mrs. Farris, 88, died
Thursday at a hospital in
Houston, Texas.
She is survived by one
son, Charles J. Farris
and wife, Judy, and one
grandson, Neal Farris,
Houston; several nieces
and nephews including R.
C. Outland of Murray who
was listed as R. C. Jones
on Saturday.

FLEMING-NEON, Ky.
( AP) — The state considers Winston Meade to
be an illegal
veterinarian; Meade sees
himself as a
humanitarian.
Meade, 39, is not a
professionally-trained,
state -approved
veterinarian. He
graduated from high
school and later took a
correspondence course
from the North American
School of Animal
Sciences in California.
He administers
anesthesia and performs
major surgery on
animals, work the state
Board of Veterinariany
Examiners considers illegal and in violation of
the state's civil and
criminal laws.

more than 10 dogs and
cats that were spayed by
Meade and later died.
Both doctors contend that
Meade sometimes makes
wrong diagnoses and
prescribes the wrong
medication.
"The people of Letcher
County deserve better
than what he's giving
them," Tomas said. "He
served a purpose when
there were no
veterinarian up here, but
now it's time for him to
stop."
Meade, an emergency
medical technician, high
school football referee
and Democratic candidate for magistrate in
Letcher County, thinks he
And Dr. Ernest Tomas, is filling a need.
a Hazardnveterinarian,
"Ask the people how
says he has examined many times I've picked
by the board to Letcher
County Attorney Guy L.
Palumbo, noting that
Tomas had complained
about Meade.
Palumbo said he never
replied to the letter,
because he never
received a first-hand
complaint about Meade.
Two veterinarians in
the area take exception to
Meade's treatment of
animals.
Dr. Susan Sterling, a
veterinarian who has
practiced in nearby
Whitesburg since
February, says she had
treated at least 10 female
dogs and cats spayed by
Meade that later became

The laws allow that
where there is no licensed
veterinarian, anyone can
treat animal diseases for
profit. It was added in
1948 when veterinarians
were scarce and roads
were poor in eastern
Kentucky.
Meade is the first
unauthorized veterinary
practitioner to be brought
to the state's attention in
several years.
The Board of
Veterinary Examiners
wrote Meade a letter telling him to "cease and
desist" from engaging in
the practice of veterinary
medicine.
After consultation with
an attorney, Meade ignored the board's order.
Another letter was send

SALE4

W. G. Leffer
Dies Sunday
William George Leffer,
90, of Hazel died Sunday
at 4 a.m. at the Puryear
Nursing Home. He was
born Jan. 15, 1891, in Livingston County to the late
Franklin L. Leffer and
Cynthia Brown Leffer.
Survivors are one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Oleta
Leffer, Hazel, with
whom he made his
home; one sister, Mrs.
Ozeretta Hooper,
Chicago, Ill.; several
cousins.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel,
with the Rev. Cecil Maddox officiating and Arnetta Henry and Oneida
White providing the
music.
Pallbearers will be Joe
Dobbins, H. I. Foster,
Timothy Pittman, Boyce
Creavins, James Tharp,
Edward Hutson, and J. C.
Foster. Burial will be in
the Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Edwin Owen
Dies Saturday
Edwin G. Owen died
Saturday at the Parkview
Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. Owen, 65, was a
resident of 1032 Lackey
Street, Paducah.
Owen had retired as a
maintenance man at the
Western Baptist Church
and was a member of the
Emmanuel Baptist
Church, Paducah.
He is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Hilda Owen;
three sisters, Mrs. Irma
Falwell, Murray, Mrs.
Euple Colson, Almo, and
Mrs. Laura Hayes,
Paducah; several nieces
and nephews.
Roth Funeral Home of
Paducah is in charge of
the funeral and burial arrangements.

"NO INTEREST—NO CARRYING CHARGE"
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A BEEF SIDE

90 DAYS SAME as CASH!
PRICES GOOD ONE\WEEK ONLY
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Try Before
You Buy
Two Free Trial Steaks
Just For You When
you Come In and Order Beef

REEF SIDES
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INCLUDES ALL YOUR BETTER STEAKS
... THESE ARE BEST BROILED...
PRICED FOR QUALITY BUYING ...

150th.
Or
More
Vul

5 lb. Slice Bacon
10 Lb. Chickens
10 Lb. Ham

$1 29

With Pur. Hind Quarter

414
U.S.D.A. Prime Sides

300 Lbs. Of Beef For Only $10.98 Per Week for 26 Weeks U.S.D.A. Front Quarters
Economy Beef Sides
Primal Cut Beef Qtrs.
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COMPARE
Watch Your Beet lut and Wrapped VYNole You Wait
is lb processing fee on all orders
ti •
Coll 898 6196 Well godly okr you, r•

1.
2. by phone.
it! No interest or carrying charge
3. Charge
Just pay in 3 months or less.
payment 45 days from dote of
4. First
purchase
m,or sole' hanging 0,, qht and SUblP(t
5. trimming
loss All meat processed on
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE STEAK SECTION

With Per. Beef Side
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BEEF HINDS

RIBS.
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350 Lbs.
or
More

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

30 Lb. Frying Chicken
10 Lb. Bacon
5 Lb. Pork Sausage
5 Lb. Hot Dogs
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The United States
immigration depot at
Ellis Island was opened
in 1890.
Thomas Edison first
demonstrated the
incandescent electric
lamp in 1879.

up a dog, cured it of
mange,spayed it, found it
a home and didn't charge
'em a penny," he said.
"And some people in the
hollows have no money. A
lot of their animals would
die if a person didn't take
an interest in them instead of the dollar."
Meade said he is
neither a doctor nor a
veterinarian. But he does
administer shots for
rabies, which he cannot
legally give under the
state's Rabies Control
Act.
Dr. Joseph Skaggs, acting head of the Division
of Epidemiology in the
state Department for
Human Resources, said
licensed veterinarians or
approved kennel owners
must give the vaccine.
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6.

premises
Guarantee on all meat If you are no
completely satisfied, your order will be
replaced package for package.

898-6296
TO OPEN YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT
AND RESERVE YOUR CUTTING TIME

All Moot Sold According to Woights Available
, Serncit Sun.* 1886"Continuous Pima)

95 Y•ars Of S•rvice
1.H Churchill Ronald Churchill, ond now. grandson.
Tommy Walker hove provided a total of 95 years of
family service This allows the J.H. Churchill Funerol
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

J.H. Churchill
Fumral Homo
S. 3rd

Tommy Wallkor-Owaew

BEEF
MR.
FINE MEATS
Possum Trot

Highway 62 Near Paducah
7 Moles East of

Phone 898-6296

Open
Mon Fri.
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat.
10 a m 6 p.m

Sun.
15pm
Closed Wed

131.2411
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